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Abstract
Quarrying for limestone is an activity which provides essential materials for the
construction industry of Manitoba. Since it is a high-bulk, low-value product, most mines
are located within easy driving distance of their markets so that they may be economically
viable. Consequently, the markets for these mines tend to be larger urban centres, like
Winnipeg. Being close to these populations brings up social issues which sometimes put
the quarries and residential areas at odds with one another. While the problems of
dealing with an active mining operation are one set of issues, what to do with a quarry
when it ceases to be profitable to its operators, is another concern. Looking at
appropriate land uses for the quarries before they are depleted will help to assisithe
government agencies and quarry operators to progressively rehabilitate an operation from
one land use to another.
Golf courses, paralleling limestone quarrying's situation, have their own set of
development and operational issues which they must deal with. lncreasing participation,
heightened public and government environmental awareness, as well as higher land
prices are forcing the course designers and developers to be more innovative in their
approach to course design and construction. Only in this way will the game be kept at
an affordable and accessible cost to the average player, without becoming an elitist sport.
This study explores the quarry rehabilitation process and how it can be integrated into
the conversion of a site with an active local limestone quarry into an eighteen hole golf
course. lt concludes that the project could be successful in providing a unique facitity
which is both physically and environmentally sustainable for the developer and society
at large. Design and technical information are provided as a data base for future
rehabilitation activities.

VI
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PART ONE: QUARRYING. GOLF & REHABILITATION

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1-1

PROJECT IDENTIFICATIO

N

Prior to the start of this study, it was determined that the potential for a golf course
development wiihin a limestone quarry would be examined. The owners of a major
aggregate supply in the province, expressed an interest in this type of development
and a study of its practicality. After visiiing several quarries, one near Stonewall,
Manitoba, was chosen for the reasons that make a site suitable for a recreational
after-use. The size and characteristics of the site, and market demands of the area
determined if a golf course was a compatible land use for the location. The design,
construction, and economics of a golf course development for a limestone quarry site
has been the focus of this study. lt employed a project management process outlined
later.

1.2

PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to provide the essential information from which to
create a system or framework for the rehabilitative development of a site which
includes a limestone quarry, into an eighteen hole golf course.
The study has been structured as follows: i) outline the issues concerning both
industries in this situation ii) prepare a project management strategy addressing these
issues iii) synthesize the two vastly different land uses into a single usable land form,
providing technical information on how tni,s mai be accomplished.

I.3

OBJECTIVES

ln the context of the stated'Orrpor'" tile objectives of this study are:
¡) to provide a general background and overview of quarry reclamation\rehablitation issues.
ii) to provide a background and overview of golf development issues.
iii) to provide a development and design strategy from which to approach the
combination of the two uses within the framework of rehabilitation.
iv) to provide a potential solution resolving the issues addressed.
v) to determine the feasibility of such a development.
,

1.4

STUDY FORMAT

The study has been divided into five parts. Par.t One describes the intent and
objectives of the study. lt introduces the general issues in quarry rehabilitation and
golf course development, including how the two can be merged. Part Two addresses
specific project development criteria and the process for rehabilitating a limestone
quarry into a golf course. Part Three illustrates a possible design solution which
complies with the development criteria and process. Part Four concludes the study
with any lessons learned described. PaÉ Five supplies any technical data and
appendices.
:

2.0

THE QUARRY SITUATION

2,1

AN OVERVIEW OF QUARRYING

Quarrying for rock is as old as civilization itself. lnitially used as a source for
building stone and agricultural lime, limestone has been worked for many thousands
of years. The limestone rock mined in tthe Sto:newall area was initially used for
production of 'lime', which was trained to Winnipeg, and used for cement. Precluding
limestone's use as a common aggregate rmaterial, sand and gravel deposits of the
Birds Hill Region supplied most of the Winnipeg region's construction needs.
Extraction of limestone rock is limited by geological, social, and economic factors.
The geological factors deal with the physical attributes of the rock itself. The
economic considerations are transportation costs, and the cost of production, such as
the costs of stripping off the overburden down to the rock, and comparing that
expense to the return the quarried rock will provide. Since transportation costs are
typically high, and aggregate ,is a high-bulk, low-value commodity, many of the
quarries have traditionally been near urban centres where the majority of demand for
the material is. Since sand and gravel deposits are diminishing, near-surlace
limestone deposits have become an attractive economic alternative.

2.2

QUARRYING OBSTACLES

Quarrying, while necessary to provide essential materialfor construction, also has
obstacles facing it. As cities have expanded into the once-rural areas, there have
been increasing conflicts between residents and the quarry operators. Other problems
include residential development occurring near existing extraction points creating the
"bad neighbour" syndrome.
'l

Opposition springs up now almost anywhere in Canada that major
new projects are proposed...Since they are a heavy, bulky and,
therefore, expensive material to transport, aggregates are usually
mined close to urban areas. As cities expanded, pits and quarries

out. But now the industry is running out of
The urban fringes are filling with housing and

were developed further

places to

go.

recreational lands, and environmentalists are demanding that the few
spots left in their natural state be protected.
(Canadian Geographic, Jan/Feb 93, pp.79)

Sometimes potential quarry sites, and its resources, are even removed from
consideration, or "sterilized", because of potential land-use conflicts and anticipated
development fees and delays.
Within these different circumstances, the quarrying procedure can develop
problems that are both social and environmental in nature.

2.2.1 Social Problems
Since the cost of transporting quarried stone over long distances increases its
final price, the majority of the quarries are near larger urban areas where there is the
possibility of social conflicts concerning homeowners and the quarry operations. They
are:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

v¡)

vii)

truck traffic
increased noise
dust
vibrations
the potential for unsightly site appearance after operation has ceased
( many depleted quarries become unauthorized dumping grounds)
physical danger ( due to traffic and quarry edge conditions)
potentially decreased property values of landholders on perimeter of quarry
operations
(Sources: Coates\Paterson\M ulder)

These are problems that occur during the operation of the quarry. lf the quarry
is left in an unrehabilitated state, the physical danger of overly steep quarry walls
remains, along with its generation of little, if any, revenue for the municipality it is
located in.
,

2.2.2 Environmental lmplications
Pits and quarries usually require the removal of vegetative cover and topsoil, along

with the construction of processing, loading, and service areas. These activities in
combination with the development of access roads, result in severe disturbances of
soils, landforms, vegetation, and may also include:
i) loss of topsoil due to further erosion
ii) a change in quality and quantity of surface and subsurface water
iii) siltation of aquatic habitat
iv) contamination of soil and water through oil or gas spills

v) soil salinization
vi) alteration of any flood plains
vii) visually altering 'pristine' land

:

All of these potential effects highlight the need for remediation during active
quarrying. This will assist in any rehabilitation for a quarry that will become depleted
and vacant, or developed into another land-use.

2.3

OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH QUARRY REHABILITATION

2.3.1

REHABILITATION AND RECLAMATION

The popular understanding of reclamation, according to W.E. Coates, president of
Coates and Associates, a landscape architectural firm in Guelph Ontario, which
specializes in quarry reclamation projects, "probably includes remedial grading or
earthworks along with rudimentary planting along property lines of a quarry that has
been previously depleted and çits as an open pit. He goes on further io say,

lf the extraction operation changes from a "dig-now-and-worry-later"
approach to one of planned extraction and simultaneous development
disappears.
lnstead of the rape{he-land approach, the operation becomes one of
optimum land and resource utilization through comprehensive planning
that allows extraction of mineral resources.
( Coates, May 29, 1974)

for an acceptable after-use, the ,need for reclamation

An Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources study goes further and differentiates
between reclamation and rehabilitation:

t,

Derelict land parcels are potentially capable of providing for numerous
uses, all valuable to the community...rehabilitation is the treatment of
land to develop and improve it into a beneficial form...both the physical
appearance of the land use have been changed to an acceptable
condition...reclamation is only partial rehabilitation...total rehabilitation
requires an acceptable change in both the physical appearance and the
first use of the pit...(reclamation) can be viewed as a first step to
eventual rehabilitation.
( Land Reclamation: A Fresh Look, 1984)
Within the framework of rehabilitation, the details and procedures for the quarry
operation would remain the same. iThe simultaneous extraction and rehabilitative

process would produce a continually redeveloped site which is physically, functionally,
and aesthetically acceptable.
The reality of the situation, however, is that even 20 years after Coates'
statements, the industry is just now slowly changing to reflect this idealistic formula
for quarrying and rehabilitation. Even today most quarries already in operation do not
have rehabilitation plans in place, including the site being studied. Progressive
Rehabilitation Planning would provide different advantages to the operations, some
of which are:
¡) using manpower and machinery more effectively.
¡i) reducing unnecessary overburden movement. ( according to Barry Mulder
of Mulder Construction, " management of overburden is one of, if not, the
biggest problem of quarry operators today" IMarch 21,1995 ]).
iii) having completed most of the rehabilitation before the quarry becomes
depleted minimizes cash outlays needed to bring the quarry and the land
it is on back to saleable condition.
( Sources: Paterson\Land Rehabilitation\Mulder )
Problems still remain in how the practical reality of day-to-day operations merge
with the concept of long term rehabilitation. For example, a short term plan ( Five
year ) of material movement for a quarry may be established based on projected sales
figures. However, if for whatever reason the sales increase dramatically, the quarry
will attempt to meet this demand. The operations timeline could be dramatically
shortened and may result in less care being taken in the movement and placement
of the soil and overburden. lf the quarry has no plan in place, the amount of time for
planning an end use also decreases, often to the point where planning occurs near
the end of the quarry's operation. This in fact is the situation in the case being
studied.
Whatever the situation, the distinction between the terms being established is the
difference between traditional reclamation as an after-use when quarrying is complete,

and rehabilitation as a simultaneous extraction procedure integral
designed process considering the whole life of the quarry.

2.3.2

to part of a

OBJECTIVES OF REHABILITATION

By the nature of the land-use to be developed in a quarry, the form and extent of
the rehabilitation would be set by the oper,ator or developer. Once a plan or end use
is determined any desired goals may be pursued.
The objectives of rehabilitation, therefore, are hard to establish in a strict sense.
Variations in sites and goals play a part in this, as well as the difference between
optimum conditions, and the goals of the owner. ln the optimal sense the objectives
can be discussed in a qualitative manner as follows:
i) Creating and leaving a system capable of supporting a relatively complex
ecosystem
ii) Selecting and implementing a suitable after-use with some socialand economic

value.

iii) Leaving the quarry with an appearance which

is not in obvious and undesirable

contrast to adjoining lands.

The owner of the quarry, however, may not necessarily be concerned with
ecosystems, or land aesthetics but mere probably in:
i) returning the quarry to minimum standards set out by provincial guidelines.
ii) evaluating the site as an investment source, with the possibility of receiving a
return on their investment over a period of time.
The obvious challenge is merging the two sets of goals to develop something
which is mutually beneficial to the developer and the public at large.
( Sources: Coates\Paterson\Land Rehabilitation\Mulder )

2.3.3 AFTER-USE BENEFITS
The potential benefits from a quarry operation are considerable. From a
topographical viewpoint, it creates instant terrain relief, which can create a unique
situation for the prairie region. To accomplish this amount of land moving at such a
large scale would normally be cost prohibitive.
Generally, being close to larger urban centres also makes them an ideal source
of unique lands for potential development. lf the sites are rehabilitated and developed
as recreational uses, the urban population.g should be considered as potential clients
or users. Also, if the quarry is rehabilitated as a residential area, the new community
is within commuting distance of a large job market. The quarries distinctive physical
characteristics, likely enhanced through any new development may also offer a
unique experience probably not found in the city limits.
The rehabilitation of the quarried land may also provide an opportunity for
economic gain. Rehabilitating the quarry actually provides the ownerwith the greatest
return potential on their initial investment, as indicated in Diagram One. According to
Hittman Associates, a Lexington, Ky. planning firm, "...a well formed reclamation and
pollution control plan ensures the greatest degree of success at the lowest possible
cost" ( Land Rehabilitation: A Fresh Look, 1984). ln thisway, through developing an
effective end-use, the sustainability of the quarrying process is realized. The operator
of the quarry may be presented with a number of land use opportunities for the land,
and each would have to be studied for their potential in a rehabilitation process.
This is especially important when considering the real situations of cost
effectiveness. For example, if a quarry is still in operation, the costs of moving
overburden, or blasting and shaping are considerably less to the operators, simply
because they still have active personnel and machinery within the area to do the
work. According to the Hittman document,'and echoing an earlier quote by Barry
Mulder, "material handling is the most expensive part of rehabilitation" ( lbid, 1984).
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DIAGRAM ONE: Management Attematives for a hypothetical quarry ( Source:Land Rehabilitation: A
Fresh Look, 1984 )

2.3.4 AFTER-USE OPPORTUNITIES
Before a quarry can meet any desired rehabilitation definitions or cr¡teria, a general
list of potential after-use, ideally, should be determined prior to the planning
procedure. This will only be practical for quarr¡es with a short ( 10 yrs. ) lifespan. ln
many cases the quarry will be operating tor 20 - 30 years. With such a long time
frame, it is almost impossible to predict what the surrounding condit¡ons will be like,
or what the economic climate will be. lf development is the goal, an end use,
realistically, may not be determined until well ¡nto the quarrying process. This is
when a suitable undertak¡ng will probably be considered.
Some potential after-uses for quarry development include:
1. Agriculture
2. Forestry
3. Recreation
4. Education
5. Aquaculture
6. Housing
7. Commerce

8. lndustry
9. Conservation
10. Waste Disposal
Form, size, and location will be interrelated with successful uses for specific
purposes. For example, a campsite location will not work away from tourist routes,
just as a fish farm would not be viable in a shallow, sterile hole left from quarrying.
Practical or suitable after-uses must be identified as soon as possible in the quarrying
process. ln this way, specific, viable, uses can be considered within a category to
"custom fit" the development to the rehabilitation process.
Many of the alternatives can be accommodated in a common physical form, but
many others require specific characteristics. An example would be any urban housing
development which would require consideration for water quality, safety ( ie. quarry
wall slopes and condition), maintaining positive drainage and vehicular access.
Differing, recreation uses, again, would require even more specialized characteristics.
Using this study, the owners may explore the potential of developing an eighteen
hole golf course on the site, which includes the limestone quarry. The first item that
would need to be determined is if the project could be plausible from a simple physical
standpoint. For example: would it fit onto the site, and would it be constructable are
the two questions that must first be addressed. Secondly, it would have to be
determined if the project was going to feasible financially. Start- up-costs ( compared
with other similar developments in Manitoba ) would have to be weighed against
maintenance costs and potential earning power. ln order to determine if the site
would be compatible with a golf course development, issues concerning the game as
well as its physical requirements, would have to be addressed.

3.0

GOLF DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

ln the case of golf course developments,the majority of concerns or issues are
environmental. The large size of the sites involved warrants that these concerns be
raised and addressed. Every proposed golf course will present an unique case
because existing conditions vary from one area to another, with no two sites the
same.
However, as with any other projects, there are general issues that are most often
encountered with any proposed golf course development. There are issues and
questions that must be addressed during the planning, design, and construction
process. They are:
Does a golf course development eliminate any green space by making use of
a site which is currently undeveloped ?
Will the proposed course alter any environmentally sensitive areas that may
exist on or near the site ?
Are there significant historic or archaeological areas on the site that may be
aflected by the golf course ?
What impact will the new course have on the existing ecological systems, such

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

as the flora and fauna habitat ?
How will the golf course affect the existing character of the site through the
alteration of topography and vegetation cover ?
ls there any potential for water pollution during construction, or through any
open source that may remain, and which leads directly to a water supply
source ?
Will the irrigation requirements of the course lead to the reduction or depletion
of water supplies ?
Will the long term application of any chemicals for turfgrass management cause
water pollution from surface runoff, or infiltrate any water supplies ?
( Love, 1992, p.6)
r

To relate some of the general issues usually involved in course development to
this particular study, it should be reiterated that this project would not in fact be
eliminating any potential green spaces or altering any ecosystems. ln fact this type
of rehabilitation project takes potentially derelict land, enhances its character through
a course design, and returns it to a more "environmentally friendly" use. Through
planting within the quarry, the development would also aitempt to enhance and create
flora and fauna habitat, while incorporating,an interesting historical artifact in a 1920's
limestone kiln on its southern edge. The other general issues concerning water
protection are addressed later in the study.
It is imperative that these issues relating specifically to golf course developments
be identified and addressed in the early stages of the rehabilitation planning process
of the project. Taking a progressive approach to any of these situations, should they
arise will help in avoiding any costly delays in the development process, as well as
avoiding any harmful impacts that a golf course development will present.

3.1

SPATIAL CRITERIA

The game of golf is unique among sports in that it does not use a standard playing
field or court size. lt has rough guidelines allowing course designers to utilize any
characteristics of the land that is being developed into their designs.
According to the Handbook of Landscape Architectural Construction, approximate
areas needed for a golf course development would be as indicated in Diagram Two:
The average range for an eighteen hole golf course ( the industry standard )
ranges from 1'10 - 180 acres, comprising large parcels of land to be developed. Also
since it is an activity geared to the urban population, most courses lie within the urban
hinterland, where any type of land use is thoroughly questioned and reviewed.
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DIAGRAM TWO: (Handbook of Landscape Architecturat Construction, 1976, p.460
)

The site being studied is 160 acres large. So in general terms it meets the primary
spatial criteria. Other factors, such as the shape of the site also will come inio ptai.
These factors, and others, are discussed in more detail later in the study, and also in
Appendix A. However, for now, the basic conditions have been met, and a process
can be initiated to examine how the two land-uses can be merged.

4.0

GOLF AND THE QUARRY

By analyzing characteristics of both quarrying and golf, and any common ground
they might share, and opportunity to combine the two emerges. euarrying ¡J in tne
situation that, due to economic reasons, most of the aggregate producing facilities are

located close to urban areas where they are often regarded as leJs than ideal
neighbours. They also face a reputation for leaving mined out eyesores. Meanwhile
the game of golf should, ideally, be seeking land within the urban fringe where it can
draw upon the population base nearby. lt also needs land which is compatible to its,
basically, single land use strategy, and which would not be in conflict with other
potential open space activities.
Both of these operations have concerns which seem to compliment each other:
quarries looking for land uses after they have been, or before they are depleted; and
golf looking for lands that won't be in demand for other activíties and which may
provide an "unique" experience or generate revenue through future surrounding
developments (eg. Housing).
After reviewing several sites with the owners of the quarry, the one being studied
10

was selected for numerous reasons. From its close proximity to 2 mid-sized

commuter centres (Stoney Mountain: population-1452, Stonewall: population-2997
[Government of Canada Census, 1991]: also listed as one of the fastest growing
communities in Manitoba flb¡dl) and one major urban centre ( Winnipeg: population641,7OO [City of Winnipeg, March 1995] ), to good access from Provincial Highway
Seven, and a proper amount of land, it was a logical choice to study. Other affirming
factors were that there are no other courses (public or private) within approximately
fifteen miles of the site, reduòing any potential competition. South lnterlake Golf and
Country Club in Warren and Teulon Gqlf Club are the two closest faciliiies.
The following sections of this study will look at how these two land uses can be
merged into a single use activity.

T

PART

TWO:

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

5.0

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROGESS

5.1

INTRODUCTION

With any type of project there must be a methodology, in place, or developed to
assist in the management process. ln quarry rehabilitation, this method should
provide the direction for the planning, design and management of the venture from its
conception to its realization, and beyond.
The project management process is seldom, if ever, linear, and may be broken
down into components (Diagram Three) which can serve as reference points during
the ongoing process. ldeally, the entire process and its stages could be incorporated
into the quarrying process from start to finish. Preplanning would be the initial phase,
defining the problems, and listing inventory before the quarrying process commences.
Operations planning could then be incorporated to control initial development of the
site and the continuing phases of the extraction process. Progressive Rehabilitation
Planning, meanwhile, would take over from the Preplanning process while the extraciion is occurring, and look at the ongoing operation with a final end use already determined. The Management Phase and Process refers to the ongoing control or direction
that the quarry operation will receive from regular consultation. The lmplementation
and Post Project Management deals with construction of the project and the commitment to ensure the completed development achieves its goals.
Reality, however, has dictated that there are quarry operations which have already
begun without this type of management process in place. This does not mean that
it should be abandoned, but simply necessitates the deletion of some stages which
do not fit into the existing scenario. For example, if the quarry operation had already
commenced without any plan in place, a preliminary site development plan would be
of no use.
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5.2

PROJECT MANAGEMENT GUIDELINE
,

Diagram Three ( Paterson, 1982, p.20 ) illustrates the Project Management
Process: the phasing is shown on the top of the diagram, along with the components
of the system and their occurrence along a timeline . This study will follow this
framework, with revisions to the process. The Preplanning and Operations Planning
Phases will be by-passed since they are inconsequential to this particular study. The
other phases and components will be discussed briefly to identify their role in the
development process.

6.0
6.I

REHABILITATION PLANNING
PURPOSE

This type of planning leads to the final land use, by examining and working with
the quarrying process. lt may be in the form of progressive rehabilitation planning,
which is done simultaneously as the quarrying procedure begins and commences.
Or it may begin further into the process.
The rehabilitation planning technique will be determined by the following:
1) character of the quarry operation - this determines phasing and timing of the
rehabilitation process.
2) the goals of the rehabilitation - their extent and objectives.
3) the geology of the quarry landform - identifies the feasibility of diflerent
rehabilitation plans, as well as the techniques to carry them out.
4) operations equipment.

6.2

DATA INVENTORY

This is the gathering of all information to assist in the rehabilitation planning and
development process. This information should take the site and surrounding areas
as well as the quarry operation itself into consideration.
,i

6.2.1 SITE DATA
Site data will pertain specifically to the quantitative aspects of the parcel of land
being developed. lt would include such things as:
i) Location
i¡) Legal boundaries
iii) Easements and rights-of-way
iv) Size ( area )
v) Access
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ix) Depth to groundwater
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6.2.2 Sunounding Conditions
This information source requires gathering information concerning land uses
surrounding the site to be developed. lt should consider:
i) what type of land surrounds the site ( ie.- is it all agricultural?)
ii) physical descriptions of the areas ( eg. is it all heavy vegetative cover?)
iii) pertinent climatic data
iv) legislative controls that may affect development

6.2.3 Quarry Operations
This looks at the quarrying operation itself, and how its characteristics will affect
rehabilitation. This information should include.
i) the method(s) of extraction
ii) the rate of extraction
iii) the extraction pattern
iv) any requirements for the processing equipment
( Sources - Baur, Paterson, Pit & Quarry Reclamation in Alberta )

6.3

DATA ANALYSIS

The Data Analysis Component is used to process the Data lnventory information
and put it into a usable form by looking at the projected development, and any links
between it and the operation, which is viewed as an ongoing system.
The analysis will take into consideration:
1) what is being developed and any special developmental considerations the site or
projected use may require.
2) any opportunities or constraints the site and surrounding areas may present.
3) a program development scheme to assist in site planning.

6.3.1 Development Considerations
Every site has its own special development considerations. ln progressive
rehabilitation cases where the end use is not determined, general development
considerations will be reviewed. This would include such things as the quality of the
site and growing conditions in that particular quarry environment, any groundwater or
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environmental concerns that may have been identified in the inventory stages, and
possible technical responses for any of these environmental implications. The
development considerations will also include any specialized concerns that any
particular end use may demand. For example if residential or industrial developments
are to occur, then the ability of the remaining terrain to support foundations will be a
prime development consideration.

6.3,2 Opportunities and Constraints
Through the analysis of data collected in the inventory stage, a set of opportunities
and constraints will emerge. As mentioned, every site is unique, so every one will
have its own list. The extent and detail of the set will, again, as in the development
considerations, depend on whether an after.use for the site has been determined or
not.
The list or set will also be critical in developing operations and site development
plans in the future.

6.3.3 Program Development
For any site development plan to be implemented, it must be designed in
a practical program developed for each quarry. The program

conjunction with

development will look at how a quarrying process or operation will develop into a final
land use. Therefore, it examines how the site can be planned to facilitate and work
with these changes. lt, for example, may look at the scheduling of the berming and
stockpiling of the overburden, activity settings (what goes where and when it occurs),
and activity linkages among other things. Diagram Four shows a generic site with a
program development plan.
Although initial overburden movement is not an issue in this study, a program will
be needed for such things as continuing blasting that will occur, and the replacement
of overburden during the rehabilitation of the site.

7.0

CASE

7.1

MODIFYING THE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINE

STUDY

I

Diagram Five illustrates how the Project Management Guideline was altered to
accommodate the situation. ln this particular case study, the quarry has already
commenced operations, and with the profitable stone having almost all been
quarried, the operation is slowing down and is nearly finished. Therefore, some
phases of the guideline will be ignored, and the process shortened. For example,
Operations Planning, which deals with the quarrying process, is not an issue, and the
Preplanning Stage is greatly reduced, reflecting the situation.
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DIAGRAM FOUR: A rehabilitation sequence is diagrammed in plan form (lbid)
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7.2

PREPLANNING

The Preplanning Stage consisted of identifying potential uses for the site with the
potential site developers and (or) owner/operators (Mulder Mining) by considering
general physical characteristics of the site, and socio-economic characteristics of the
region. With a golf course being the desired development for the quarry owners, the
discussions revolved around the possibilities and implications of that type of project.
The preplanning also identified and acknowledged the timeline and amount of
processing left within the quarry, which at that time (Autumn 1993), was approximately
two to three years, depending on demand for crushed stone.
ln this case, the preplanning is a springboard from which to begin addressing the
particular characteristics and implications of a site with a nearly depleted, but still
active, limestone quarry on it.

7.3

CASE INVENTORY

7.3.1 Site

Data

From heading 6.2.1, a list for site data information was as follows:
Location
Legal boundaries
Easements and right-of-ways

i)
¡¡)
i¡¡)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)

Size
Access
Surface features & drainage
Vegetation
Soil type & makeup
Depth to groundwater
Views to and from site

The site being studied is approximately 3 miles east of Stonewall, and 3 miles
north of Stoney Mountain, Manitoba, adjacent Provincial Highway 7. Legal description
of the land places it in Range 2-EastTownship 14 and the Southeast 160 acres of
Section 4. lt is 160 acres ( 394 hectares ) in size, with a makeup of approximately
55 - 60 % open quarry, and the remaining land covered with aspen parkland type
vegetation ( ie: poplar I oak mix ). The quarry itself is roughly rectangular and is
approximately 3 - 5 metres ( 10 - 16 feet ) below original grade, with the floor being
relatively flat except for two areas which were blasted lower as test areas.
The land in the wooded area of the site rises slightly from east to west and forms
a small ridge near where the eastern edge of the quarry begins. There is also a small
swale running from the south-east corner of the site, in a north-west direction at an
approximate angle of 60 degrees, gradually disappearing halfway into the site.
Through on-site reconnaissance, major plant species for the tree and shrub layers
that have been identified are as follows: tree laver: Populus tremuloides (trembling
aspen)/DOMINANTI, Acernegundo (manitoba maple ), Populus balsamifera (balsam
19

poplar ), Quercus macrocarpa ( bur oak ), shrub laver: Cornus stolinifera ( red
osier dogwood ), Corylus americana ( hazelnut ), Viburnum trilobum ( highbush

cranberry ), Prunus virginiana ( chokecherry ), Prunus pensylvanica ( pincherry ), and
Alnus rugosa ( speckled alder ).
According to Jim Petsnik of the Water Resources Branch, a well 1 mile south of
Balmoral Manitoba ( approx 5 miles from ihe site ) indicated the head of the aquifer,
which supplies the ground water for the area, peaked at245.5 m above sea level in
summer 1993 ( an extremely wei year ). This would roughly confirm the estimation
of the quarry operator, Barry Mulder, of Mulder Construction, whose estimation is that
the groundwater head is approximately 1.5 metres below the blasted out test areas,
which are the lowest points in the quarry.
As can be seen in Diagrams Six and Seven, the site is flanked on two sides by
active quarries. There are forest and residences to the north, with farmsteads and
open fields to the east, beyond Highway 7.
The quarry and site can only be viewed from a roadway running east-west along
its southern edge. There is berming along the quarry's south edge which will be
utilized in for shaping material for the golf course. Once removed it will allow more
open views into the quarry development from the roadway.

7.3.2 Sunounding Site

Data

The land uses of the areas surrounding the site are as follows:
Quarryinq - The site has existing quarries adjoining it on two sides, with the
operations in varying degrees of activity. To the south, across the government
road allowance are quarries which are no longer blasting, but still crushing rock
and transporting it off-site. lt's limits begin at the same eastern point of the study
site, but continues further west. There are also the other quarry operations
abutting the site on its western limit line. The northern-most quarry will be active
for approximately 3-4 more years, while the southern one has approximately 10
years worth of production remaining for it.
Farminq - The areas to the east of the site, across Provincial Highway 7, are all
primarily agricultural, with some farmsteads occurring along the highway.
Residential - There are a small number of residences north of the site along the
western side of Highway 7. These do not directly adjoin the site but are mentioned because in the past, these landowners have been quite opposed to the
noise of the blasting practices of the quarry operations to the south, and were responsible for the quarries having to limit their hours of operation, ceasing their 24
hour-a-day activity.
,
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Diagram Seven: Aerial Photo (n.t.s)
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7.3.3 Quar4r Operation
The quarry being studied is an open-face operation, employing the drill, blast, and
crush method of extraction and processing. ln this method, explosives are planted
and then fired shatiering the rock. Once a shelf or ledge is established, the blasting
continues along its face, gradually working the shelf back and forth around the quarry.
The usual depth for the blast lifts is approximately 15-20 feet, with a length of
approximately 50 feet (For more information concerning this type of operation see
Appendix C). These are important parameters to know if any additional blasting will
be proposed or required for the new development.
The rock fragments that are then produced from this blasting are crushed to sizes
according to market demand, with the majority being crushed to 1", 2", and 3/4" sizes.

7.3.4 Site Evolution
The 1983 Provincial Surveys Map (Diagram Six) shows the quarry after 12 years
of operation by Mulder Construction. Before they had acquired the long term lease
from Gillis Quarries for the property, it had previously been mined by others, with a
small quarried hole and kiln left as reminders.
When the quarry became active again in 1981, extraction commenced near the
office and weigh scale, which are located near the eastern-most edge of the rock
formation, and then moved roughly in a clockwise direction, ending up back at the
scale area. The quarry by this time was only about 2.5 metres deep, and went
approximately halfway across the site to the north. The overburden from the site was
being piled in two areas: along the western quarry edge; and also into a large mound
near the edge of the bush, in the middle if the site, by means of a constructed trail.
By 1991 , the quarry's northern boundary had extended to within approximately 10
metres of the property line. The operation pattern was the same as before, moving
in a clockwise direction from the south-eastern area. The overburden pile on the
eastern side of the quarry also increased in size. Test holes were blasted in two
spots to determine the quality of the underlying rock formations, and are now
approximately 7 metres deep. The air photo of Diagram Eight shows the crusher at
this time to be in the north-west corner of the quarry, and illustrates a shelf where the
last blasting sequence has occurred.
When this study began in 1994 the quarries had extended slightly to the east and
around the existing kiln to the south (Diagram Eight). An air photo taken in April 1994
(Diagram Seven) illustrates the quarry and its activity level at that time through piles
of crushed stone and machinery within the quarry.
The quarry's present boundaries have expanded to the lines indicated on
Diagram Eight. The numbers within the quarry represent the approximate depth
in metres to the quarry floor at their respective locations.
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DIAGRAM EIGHT: Aerial photo of site with illustrated changes.

7.4

QUARRY REHABILITATION TECHN¡QUES

Rehabilitating or transforming a quarry from an active production to a dissimilar
after-use can be a forbidding, difficult process. Often all that is left to rehabilitate is
a large mined oui hole, with very little in the way of distinguishing features, as is the
case with this study. Along with its lack of immediate physical appeal, there are other
obstacles to overcome when developing in this type of environment. They include:
chemical or nutrient characteristics of the bedrock that may severely limit or impede
plant growth; poor soil structure of replaced overburden and a poor capacity for it to
hold moisture; high surface temperatures and lack of shade, along with a highly dense
surface caused by continual compaction can all combine to create harsh conditions
in which to develop.
As previously mentioned, one of the first items that should be established in the
quarry rehabilitation process is an end-use for the site, before it begins any
transformation. The specific use will determine the techniques used to reclaim the
quarry. ln this particular instance, a golf course will be the final product, so a study
in rehabilitation techniques tailored for that type of development will be employed.
A golf course is physically characterized by large areas of grass, and or, turf in
varying degrees of refinement, often with treed portions as out of bounds regions
which define the holes. These traits align the characteristics of golf course developments with those of other rehabilitation end-uses; agriculture and forestry being the
two most general and researched in the industry. These rehabilitative practices will
aid in the selection of appropriate vegetation types, as well as guiding the proposed
development in a method of establishing a hospitable growing medium for any new
vegetation.

7.4.1 Establishing a Growing Medium
Once the extraction process is complete in any area of a limestone quarry, often
all that is left is a highly compacted, flat and alkaline medium. The quarry's floor and
faces must be prepared to meet safety standards, for erosion control, aesthetics, and
so that vegetation may grow and prosper in this hostile environment. A sequence to
encourage this has been established by the mining; agriculture and forestry industries.
Itis: 1) Replacing Overburden 2) Ripping and Grading 3) Ensuring properDrainage
4) Replacing Topsoil. Once these steps are complete, selection and establishment
of vegetation may take place.
Before any overburden is placed on the site is often necessary to prepare the
quarry floor. The use of heavy modern machinery in the extraction process can pack
the quarry floor to such a degree that it becomes an impenetrable surface, with the
quarry in this case study being no exception. The floor may be prepared by either
ripping or blasting in areas of extreme compaction ( ie. desire lines of trucks to egress
points ). By ripping or blasting any areas to be planted, a medium allowing better root
and moisture penetration is established. This may not be needed in areas where
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shallow rooted vegetation is to be established, and plant wells may be constructed
where the larger deep rooted plants such as trees can thrive.
These processes both have limitations, however. Ripping is not plausible in harder
limestone formations, such as the one present at the surface of this particular quarry
which resist the ripping machinery. Blasting is also a costly process, and its benefits
must be weighed. ln this case, it is not cost effective to blast to simply break the
surface crust of the quarry floor. Because of the labour costs involved, extraction of
the shattered rock would be needed to make this process economical (Mulder, 1995).
Blasting, however, will be used to create deeper areas for topography variations
within the quarry floor (Refer to Section 9.2). Most of the poorer quality stone below
will be sold, with any remaining material to be used as a base for the overburden to
be placed onto. The cost of blasting is justified using this method of treating the
quarry floor. The remaining part of the surface, which will not be affected by blasting
or ripping, will simply be covered by the stockpiled overburden.

.

Replacinq Overburden - Overburden is used for the rough grading of the site to
establish proper suriace drainage, and more importantly for this situation, to shape the
site for a golf course. ln most cases the overburden that is put back onto the quarry,
was stripped from the site originally.
There are generally two main concerns when dealing with overburden; i) its quality,
and ii) ensuring the lifts or layers do not become overcompacted when being laid
down.
Poor quality overburden ( saline, stoney, etc. ) should always be replaced first in
this phase. lt generally has the lowest nutrient value, and is of little value for plant
growth. The basic condition of the overþurden in this case study is quite poor,
according to Barry Mulder, of Mulder Mining (Mulder, 1995). This was later confirmed
by site reconnaissance.

Before siripping occurred, the overburden was very poor quality soil, being a
stoney till varying in depth from six inches to approximately 12'feel (lbíd,1995). The
areas where the overburden was deepest,.the highest clay content was the highest.
The soil and clay overburden were removed as a single commodity and stored in a
mixed state on different areas on the site. ldeally, the overburden would have been
stored in an ordered fashion, so the poorest quality material may have been returned
first as a base layer. Although it is of poor quality organically, the stoney nature of
this overburden will provide some drainage, making it suitable for base layers in the
shaping process.
It should be noted that in no instance should organic soils, landfill materials, or
domestic garbage be used as an overburden or backfill source. These materials will
break down, causing settlement, as well as potentially producing methane gas. Other
sources, however, such as waste concrete, may be suitable as a base fill. Soil fill,
however, will have to be used in the last 1.5 metres to the surface if substitute fills
are used.
Thick lifts ( or layers ) are often utilized in reclamation for agriculture or forestry,
when reshaping the quarry floors, and will be used in this case as well. ln this way
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compaction can be reduced by minimizing the amount heavy equipment goes overthe
areas being revegetated. Also, any overburden should not be put down when it is
wet, as it will dry in a hardpan condition.

'

Gradinq and Rippinq -Once the overburden is replaced in an area, it must be
ensured that proper slopes have been constructed and maintained for appropriate
drainage to prevent water erosion, and for this case study, to ensure acceptable
playing conditions. Once overburden is placed back over any pit contours, it is will
be necessary to recontour the final slopes to enhance drainage and to provide access
for ripping, topsoil placement and planting of vegetation. High walls may also be
addressed by partially or completely grading up their faces, to an acceptable slope
condition (See 7.2.3: Quarry Walls ). The Provincial requirements, require that grades
meeting with quarry walls not exceed 4:1 ( Bailey, Feb.22, 199s). These stopes
should also blend into any adjacent steep areas to prevent shelves or steep troughs.
Another concern with grading design, is with the length of any uninterrupted sloþes.
This is because long uninterrupted slopes increase the likelihood of soil erosion
problems before vegetation can get firmly established. Terracing, use of swales,
ridging, and vegetation can all be used to break up long slopes ( Diagram Nine
).
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DIAGRAM NINE: Terraces, swales, and ridges used to minimize soit erosion
Reclamatbn in Alberta, p.55 )

( pit and euarry

lf compaction does occur during the placement and grading of the lifts, then ripping
should utilized to loosen the soil. Compaction breaks down soil structure, reduces its
water holding capacity increasing runoff, and hinders penetration of rooting and
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nutrient uptake from the soils. Ripping is done by deep ripper blades (Diagram Ten)
or plows, preferably to a depth of approximately .5 metres below the surface. ln
general, the deeper and more extensive the ripping the greater the success of plant
growth. Ripping will improve the soil conditions by: breaking up any surface crust of
the overburden; increasing water infiltration ( reducing runoff, erosion and allowing
saline to leach downward ); creating a better root zone; and bringing up any largé
stones that may surface through frost heaving.

DIAGRAM TEN: soil Ripping ( pit and euarry Rechmation in Alberta, p.56)

' Drainaqe - Establishing adequate drainage is essential in the construction of any
golf course, and demands especially strict measures to ensure this type of development will succeed in a rehabilitated quarry. Here, hardpan conditions may exist in the
quarry floor, which will not allow water to pass downward. Ensuring water ponding
or flooding does not impede the available playing time on the course is vital in areas
in and around Winnipeg, where playing seasons are already limited by climate. proper
drainage must also exist to ensure control of any runoff that may have the opportunity
to go directly into a groundwater source through any susceptible areas.
Re-establishing site drainage can be achieved by numerous methods including
using interceptor drains and grassed water runs to slow the velocity of any rrnoff
water, preventing soil erosion, or using subsurface drainage systems which are often
used in golf course designs. Drainage systems for quarries are almost always
enclosed. so grading to impoundment areas will allow runoff to accumulate in areas
which will not affect the planned activity. This method is also employed in this case
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study (See Section 9.1, Diagram Fourteen). These areaswill catch any runoff, and
allow any sediment or chemicals to leach out of the water through plant filtration and
aeration methods, before being reused as an irrigation source (See 9.1.2: Water
Catchment Areas).

.

Replacinq Topsoil - ldeally the topsoil from any operation will have been stripped
and stored separately to ensure its quality for replacement. lf it was not, as in this
particular case, and any other good soil is not on site, a local topsoil source should
be secured. This helps to ensure compatibility with the subsoils being used in the
rehabilitation. Topsoil is not essential, but greatly enhances growing conditions for
vegetation: " As little as 2 - 3 in. of soil will reduce the time required to attain good
quality vegetation from six to eight years (using no topsoil), to perhaps four to six
years" (Land Rehabilitation: A Fresh Look, 1984). ln this instance where a quarry is
being developed for use as a golf course., topsoil should be replaced in all areas of
play, to a depth of approximately one foot.
As mentioned, there was no high quality topsoil to be recovered from this site.
However, approximately 24O acres of topsoil, at a depth of 3 feet, was stripped and
stockpiled at a nearby site also being quarried by Mulder Mining, under the company
Camaro Enterprises (See Diagram Eleven). This ensures an adequate amount of
topsoil for this proposed project, dismissing the possibility of having to incur additional
cost of importing from another supplier.
Since golf is a specific use for a rehabilitation process, construction requirements
also have specific recommendations. A sandy-loam soil is the ideal medium for
building a golf course on. The loam helps retain enough moisture for healthy grass
growth, while the sand allows for proper drainage to allow the course to stay open
after heavy rains. While this type of mixture bolsters the course's drainage, while
providing a good nutrient value for the sod and/or seed, importing peat would not be
cost effective. According to local course designers the topsoil being used will retain
moisture well enough in this situation(Olqon, 1995). The cost of importing sand to
improve drainage potential, will have to be weighed against the fact that the stoney
till, and blast rock used as a base will provide a good drainage base for the greens
and fainrvays. This will be a cost decision based on optimum ( topsoil W sand, peat)
versus good (sand,no peat). Sand, however, will have to be used as a final topping
for the greens, with the grass being seeded directly into it.
ii:
7.4.2 Selection and Planting of Vegetation
Certain types of grasses and grass mixes are recommended for different uses on
a golf course (See Appendix B for a complete listing). The grasses are recommended
for their hardiness and ability to provide a quality playing surface for the game.
The main types to be used for golf course construction in southern Manitoba are;
Kentucky bluegrass and different fescues for the fainvays and rough, bentgrasses for
the greens, with the tee boxes often being a mix of the three. Annual ryegrass is
usually utilized a nurse grass to help the permanent vegetation get established.
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The bentgrasses have traditionally been used on the greens because of their
ability to thrive under low mowing heights, while providing a fine, thick carpet on
which to play. Kentucky bluegrass commonly have been used in the target hitting
areas on the fairways, with the roughs made up mainly of fescues. ln this situation,
the Kentucky bluegrass provides a lush blue-green target to aim for, with the finer,
lighter coloured fescues framing it. Other than appearance, and lack of available local
sod, however, there does not seem to be any reason why fescues are not used as a
dominant fairway grass. Fescues also seem to have the advantage in that they are
suited to poorer quality soil, require less energy input than bluegrass do, and are also
a less expensive seed to purchase'
( sources: campbeil / Furber / peters )
Methods of planting the grasses will have to be evaluated on their merit versus cost.
Techniques vary from seed drilling, to broadcast seeding to hydromulching. Whatever
method, or methods are chosen, they will have to be tailored to fit: the topography and
soil conditions of the site; availability and capability of the equipment; costs; and the
treatment or "look" required for the various areas of the golf course.
The selection of any other types of plant material for the design, such as tree and
shrub species, will have to go through a selection process to determine the most
suitable species for the concept of a golf course development, and to ensure their
survival in a rehabilitated quarry environment. Species will have to be selected on
their rehabilitative value, ease of propagation, availability, and maintenance requirements. A good way of determining what species will thrive on site, is to go to any
other depleted pits or quarries in the area and inventory the vegetation growing in
them. Other than doing that, consultation with experienced nursery and seed industry
people, along with other golf course superintendents, will assist in the selection
process. Also, since the quarry is a severe situation to grow in, a more species-rich
planting list should be utilized. Species-rich systems are typically healthier, less prone
to the dangers of disease outbreaks in a single species, and provides better habitat
for wildlife (For a list of trees and shrubs suggested for quarry rehabilitation see
Appendix B).
As the plant species are being selected, the form of the plant material and method
to propagate them must also be decided upon. There are various methods used to
install the vegetation, each with its own advantageous and disadvantages. They
include using; seeds, bare - root stock, containerized stock, cuttings, sprigs, rhizomes,
plugs, and/or wildlings. Each form should be selected on their chance of survival,
cost, maintenance and aesthetic effect. Forrmore information concerning this also see
Appendix B.
The time of planting for any type of vegetation should occur as soon as possible
after the topsoil has been put down to minimize any surface erosion, and improve the
quality of the soil. Timittg of the planting varies from species to species, including the
grasses, but is usually best in spring due to the availability of moisture, and when
excessive heat will not burn the young plants.
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7.4,3. Quar4r Walls
Quarry walls are an imposing physical entity. They also define the quarry and are

a potentially be an interesting presence to play along, acting as out-of-bounds for
some of the proposed holes. Treatments of the walls can be varied from grading up

the slope with earth to varying extents, to leaving the walls almost completely
exposed. This treatment depends on the effect desired by the designer, but also must
consider Provincial requirements, and liabilities to the owners or operators of the
development (Diagram Twelve).
The reasons these walls are safety hazards and act as potential liabilities, vary.
Anyone tumbling over the edges and hurting themselves in a fall, or fragmenis of rock
coming loose and falling into any new development within the quarry are two obvious
examples of concerns with these features
The walls should be visually inspected by a landscape architect prior to construction to identify any potentially dangerous areas. Any areas of concern may be dealt
with through selective blasting along the wall faces. This can serve to reduce the
extent of rock face through blast piles, and limit the amount of wall from which loose
rock could fall from. The varied sizes of fragmentation in blast piles would introduce
a varied microtopography for vegetation establishment; indenting the crest line of the
wall face, giving it a more 'natural' appearance; blast piles seen from above may
provide visual clues from the edge of the quarry, warning of a drop; and reducing the
vertical change in locations of choice may provide design opportunities; the blast piles
may be used as a shaping medium if there is a limited supply of overburden.
.

Blasting the walls has not been considered as an option in any of the areas for this
case study. This is due to: the costs involved with blasting; the fact that there is
sufficient and stoney overburden for any shaping; and the proposed golf course layout
does not lend itself to having this done in any area.

7.5

CASE ANALYSIS

7.5.1 Development

Considerations
i

From the case data inventory the major development considerations to convert the
site being studied into an eighteen hole golf course would be as follows:

Water Table Contamination
ensuring that no runoff from the golf course which may contain any type of
chemicals in it, goes directly into the two areas on the quarry floor that have been
blasted lower than the remaining quarry or possibly leaching through any fissures
in the quarry floor.

.
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DIAGRAM TWELVE: Examples of quarry wallteatnents ( paterson, 1992, p.33

)
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Confiouration vs Costs
. deciding on the approach to the course design and configuration. This would
determine how much of the quarry area would be seeded ( ie - with fill and
topsoil )and how much overburden and fill would be required. The configuration
of in-play areas are also dependant on the course design strategy which is meant
to supply target clientele with a challenging course on which to play.
The other consideration is the amount of earth moving and shaping would be
required, and how much of it would be covered by the Province of Manitoba's
Quarry Rehabilitation Reserve Account.
Unwanted Neiqhbour Svndrome
possibly attempting to mask out sights, sounds and dust from neighbouring
quarries to the south and the west if possible.

.

Aesthetics
. with the course to be partially developed in an unique setting (

ie: the quarry ),

there exists an opportunity to emphasize the features and characteristics
associated with

it.

Edqe Conditions - Liabilities
Within the nature of quarrying for limestone, steep edge conditions are created.
The owners\operators of the site are liable for any injuries that may occur because
of improperly identifying these drop-offs or by not prohibiting peoples access to
these steep edge conditions

.

:

7,5.2 OppoÉunities & Gonstraints
As mentioned in section 6.3.2,the opportunities and constraints are determined
by examination of the data inventory and development considerations, to form a list.
With the end use of an eighteen hole golf course in mind, the following is a list of
opportunities and constraints for the site being developed.
Opportunities

.
o
.
.
.
.

vegetation buffer to the north and east sides of site, acting as wind screens,
and providing contrast to quarry.
QUâr'l-!'s depth provides opportunity to emphasize "up-and-down" play within a
golf course design.
sufficient overburden for extensive shaping
walls an interesting out-of-bounds feature.
water features coming off quarry walls: aesthetically pleasing, and practical in
that they will aerate water sources.
limestone kiln contributes to 'character' appeal of site.
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Constraints
a
a

a
a

quarry form, depth has largely already been determined.
blasted out test holes predetermine where water hazards will go, limiting
routing options.
base of test holes less than 2 metres above groundwater table.
noise and dust from surrounding quarry activity.

8.0

POST. MINING DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

8.1

PU

RPOSE

The post-mining development planning incorporates all other planning phases to
come up with a plan for the quarry when production ceases. The post mining
planning would actually begin with the management and rehabilitation planning,
synthesizing information gathered in the different stages. This process comes to the
forefront after the all ihe issues and site information have been dealt with. At this
time, prior to the final design, a program, budget, preliminary development plan and
construction schedule should be developed.
The program for this case study is that an eighteen hole golf course is to be built
as a public or semi-private facility. lt will have a clubhouse for year-round activities,
storage facilities, practice facilities, and an appropriate amount of parking for this type
of development. The budget, and construction schedule are out of the scope of this
study, however, the rough cost and potential revenue generation of the proposed
design will be examined later in this study.

8.2

PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The preliminary development plan involves correlating the accumulated data
and development goals into a design scheme. lt should illustrate things such as:
designated activity areas, circulation patterns, access/egress points, utility
locations, water bodies and drainage flows, rough areas and numbers of
specimens for replanting. Diagram Thirteen illustrates these items in the study
site.
At this time, an application for an Environmental Licence, which is awarded by
the Province of Manitoba, should also be prepared and entered. ( See Review by
Government Bodies, Diagram Five
'

) ,
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PART THREE: PROJEGT RESOLUTION

9.0

SITE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

9.1

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS & SOLUTIONS

Within the general development considerations for the site, more specific design
parameters must be addressed. These will relate to the requirements of the project
by looking at anticipated user groups, and how they will utilize the facility, as well as
any specific environmental considerations that must be dealt with.

.

Who is plavinq

.

Since the proposed course is to be a semi-private or public facility capable
of hosting tournaments, it must be assumed that the course should aim to
accommodate golfers of varying ability. The holes and routings should provide
an adequate challenge to the scratch golfer, while not being overwhelming to
the bogey player, whose average shot lengths differ considerably (See
Appendix A). Design of the facilities such as parking, and other amenities
should also reflect the needs and desires of the anticipated clientele.
,iirl
Environmental conditions of the quarrv

A priority of the design is to ensure that drainage for the portion of the
course which is within the quarry is planned so that no water runoff directly
reaches the low areas without some form of mitigation. This will include
designating areas to catch or slow any surface water movement, so any
possible contaminants may be filtered out. This would also to allow the
quarry's irrigation needs to be self sustaining, and ensure the groundwater
resources remain safe. Long term maintenance and energy costs of the golf
course development are also to be considered.

.

Workinq with Existinq Site Conditions and Mininq Methods
Decisions on where to place things such as access points, clubhouse
facilities, and water hazards within the final design were largely predetermined
by existing site conditions, and were utilized within the new design to save
costs. The ability of the site to provide for basic construction materials and its
ability to sustain a golf course should also be considered. This includes:
utilizing overburden resources effectively, ensuring importing of material does
not take place; recycling water by handling any runoff to the low points, and
then using them as water features and irrigation sources; using the quarrying
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procedure to further develop topography within the quarry floor by blasting out
new low areas, and as means of establishing other low areas to drain to, which
will be heavily planted with trees and act as a sort of 'dry well'.

.

The Development of New Landscape
A limestone quarry does not necessarily have to be viewed as a potential
eyesore, or a liability to the owners, or area it is situated in. The creation of
varying topography and rock cliffs through the quarrying process provides for
an exciting opportunity to emphasize the changed landscape from the general
conditions surrounding the site and around the Winnipeg region. With the
rehabilitation of the quarry, earth will be moved in and shaped over its floor and
up the walls to form the new terrain of the golf course. The character of the
remnant quarry will be preserved through the remaining walls and areas of
exposed rock. The desired aesthetic or'look'for this new landscape generally,
however, is to be that of an open, mainly grassed prairie, within the limits of the
quarry. lt is meant to seem as though the quarry had been reclaimed through
a natural process, with a'golf course laid into this 'new' landscape.

9.1.1 General Design Solutions

:

Edge conditions - Mitigation for edge conditions would be to utilize some form of
fencing along with vegetation near the top edges of the quarry to identify the
edges, alleviating any liable conditions for the owners of the site.

Facilities- Parking for 100 cars, clubhouse and pro shop 3OO0 f( (21eve1,6,000
ft2 total ),2 maintenance/storage sheds each approximately 1800 ft2. One shed
will be used for both maintenance and storage, with an adjacent compound in
which to lock up golf carts. The other shed is to be used primarily for storage only.
These figures were determined by.a short survey of similar type facilities in and
around the Winnipeg region to determi.ne rough design guidelines.
Holes - lnitial shot length based on a 250 yd drive ( carry & roll ) from the back tee
placement (See Appendix A, Diagram Twenty three). There are, however, no carries of that length over water with no alternate areas to shoot for. All hole widths
are an average of approximately 45 - 55 yards at critical points ( approximate
landing point areas ),with the minimum width being 39 yards on a par three.
l

Greens - Greens have been designed large, with an average area of approximately
6052 ft'z ( 562m 2 ). This allows for a larger target for players of varying ability,
while also allowing for a variety of pin placements, reducing wear on the greens.

Vegetation - Trees are to be utilized in mass plantings to: separate holes; provide
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visual relief; act as "sponge" areas for excess runoff. More trees will also be
planted to augment the existing woodland area on the eastern portion of the site.
Native grasses will be utilized as much as possible in out-of-play areas for
aesthetic purposes, and to also reduce maintenance costs. Maintenance and
energy requirements will also be considered when selecting the grasses for the
golf holes
:

9.1.2 Specific Design Solutions
WaterCatchmentAreas and WaterTable Protection - At present there are two test
areas blasted lower than the main quarry floor. These areas are used in the
routing plans for the golf course as water hazards, but will also be utilized as the
irrigation sources for the golf course as well. They will be partially backfilled with
overburden to reduce any overly steep edge conditions, partially lined with a
polyethylene synthetic pond liner, and then filled through the well system that will
service the clubhouse and maintenance facilities.
A synthetic and not natural (clay) liner will be used because of the clay's angle
of repose, which disallows it from being used on steeper conditions. Clay used in
these circumstances, 'slumps', causing uneven lining for the ponds. Also the
stoney overburden used as backfill, or any exposed limestone left within the holes,
have little or no clay content, and the clay cannot adhere to the surfaces.
The existing blasted out areas on the site constitute approximately 34790 m2.
At an approximate depth of 7 metres, and 5 metres with backfill (Mulder) this
would give the course the availability of approximately 46 million [45,953,763]
gallons ( US ). This would be a more than adequate supply source, since industry
standards based on.5 million gallons used a day (.25 inch application over'18
holes ), with a desired reserve of approximately 7 - 10 million gallons ( Sources:
Furber / Peters / Solimka ).
The existing low areas will be augmented by additional, shallower blasted out
areas, which will act as catchment areas for any runoff. A major concern of this
proposed development, was the protection of the water table below the quarry.
Since water leaching through any fissures in the quarry floor, or the low areas
presented a real problem, means of mitigation were implemented. A plant filtration
system, using different native water plants ( See Appendix B ) will be used in the
catchment areas to allow any chemical particles to settle out, or attach themselves
to the plants. The clay, and synthetic pond liner will also help to ensure no
pollutants reach the water table through the low areas. This type of system has
been used in other golf courses as a means of mitigation ( Marzol'l, 1994 ).
Through proper grading the filtered water will be gradually released back into the
main retaining ponds. Due to the gradual slope of their banks and the shallowness of these areas, a clay lining will be utilized for these additional areas. This
will also give the water plants a r:ooting medium in which to grow
Ensuring no pollutants will reach the water table through fissures on the rest
.
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of the quarry floor, is managed through other means. Ensuring proper drainage
to heavily planted, or water catchment areas will be the first measure. The grass
thatch of golf courses has also proven through extensive testing ( Cohen, 1992),
to be an effective filtering agent, removing almost all potential pollutants before
they leave the root zone. The final form of mitigation, is the replaced overburden,
which will slow or absorb any excess water, ensuring protection of the water
resource.

Vegetation

Holes

- An approximate

mix of fescues and bluegrass will be used forthe
fainrvays, with bentgrass utilized for the greens and tee areas. The rough areas
will consist predominantly of the tall fescues mowed to varying heights. The
grasses of the main landing areas of the fairways will predominantly be a mix of
fine fescues ( creeping and chewings),, with some bluegrass cultivars also in the
mix. The fescues are used.predominantly because of their ability to withstand
poorer soil and growing conditions, their low maintenance requirements, and their
ability to withstand the rigors of public play ( Sources: Furber/Peters ). An annual
ryegrass will initially be used on the fairways to provide early ground cover, and
help establish the bluegrass and fescu'es. For seeding rates see Appendix B.
6Ot4O

Out-of-Plav Areas- The majority of the out-of-play areas will be planted with a mix
of native grasses and wildflowers, with any remaining areas left as exposed
limestone rock and rubble. The exposed rock will provided for an interesting
hazard, contrast the vegetation, and act as a reminder to the past quarrying
activity.
Although start-up costs for establishing native vegetation are quite high, utilizing
this type of plant material does have its advantages. One of them, according to
John Morgan of Prairie Habitats, is that the native species from the area will thrive
in the low nutrient, alkaline conditions of the poor quality overburden to be used
in the shaping of the golf course. Other considerations in using native planting include:
i) Appearance - the predominantly grassland nature of the parkland/prairie
region would blend well with the grasses of the golf holes, giving a 'links'
feel to that portion of the course. This design approach would also contrast
the more 'closed in feeling' of the holes in the wooded portion of the site,
providing for a contrast in golfing circumstances. Planting larger vegetation
along the fainvays was limited as it would mask out open views of the
quarry escarpments, detracting from the 'experience' of golfing in this
unique setting.
ii) Rehabilitative Value and Ease of Propagation - since they are native
species from this particular region, the seed mix has the greatest chance
of survival compared with cultivars or exotic species.

iii) Maintenance - there is virtually no maintenance required for native stands,
eliminating the need for costly fertilizers. herbicides, and man-hours in
maintaining them. The diverse nature of the planting eliminates any one
disease significantly affecting the areas. Seasonal burning, simulating
natural conditions, is the only maintenance required other than occasional
mowing if desired.
iv) Costs - this is the only area where native revegetation is forbidding. Since
seed stock is hand picked, costs for reseeding can run from $2000 -3000
per acre. Also since seed stocks are limited, they must be ordered up to
1 112 years in advance ( Source: Morgan, 1995 )
The species mix and placement in relation to the holes will depend on
growth pattern and height of the grasses and flowers. For example, a mix with
predominantly higher growing vegetation will be sown the furthest away from
the fairways.
Diagram Sixteen shows the groundcover of the course. Type 1 will be the
predominantly longer stemmed grasses and flowers such as the little bluestem,
and coneflowers. Type 2, which is closest to the holes, will consist of shorter
varieties such as the sheeps fescue, june grasses, and blue gramma grasses.
Type 3 is to be a predominantly showy flower mix within the seed stock, providing
colour accents within the course. Varieties such as the Dotted Blazing Star, and
Three Flowered Avens would be utilized, along with other species to provide
seasonal color within the development.
The trees and shrubs that will be introduced onto the site will be a mix of
conifers and deciduous plants. Trees that will be used will include: Green Ash
(Fraxinus pensylvanica), Cottonwood (Populus deltoides), Trembling Aspen
(Populus tremuloides), Balsam Poplar:(Populus balsamifera), Scots Pine (Pinus
sy/vesfris) and Eastern White Cedar (Thuja occidentalis). Shrub varieties will
include: Common and Creeping Juniper (Juniperus communis & Juniperus
horizontalis), Mugo Pine (Pinus mugo), Red Osier Dogwood (Cornus sericea),
Staghorn Sumac (Rhus typhina), Virginia Creeper (Parthenocrssus quinquefolia),
and Highbush Cranberry (Viburnumtrilubum) and Chokecherry (Prunusvirginiana)
will be used as underplanting for the trees in areas out of play. For information
concerning these plant types see Appendix B. These same trees and shrubs will
also be utilized in the planting along the quarries edge.

9.1.3 Course Description and Analysis

,

This course design attempts to offer an unique golf experience in Manitoba for the
person playing it, by: utilizing water features which cascade over the quarry faces
along holes two and nine; large areas of exposed limestone boulders and rip-rap to
act as interesting contrasts to the different vegetation, and as an out-of-bounds
feature, as well as a reminder to the player of the site's past use; exposed rock faces
of differing heights coming into play along, splitting and coming across some of the
holes such as two, four, five, six, eleven and twelve; including the chance to play into
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or across the old quarry ridges, which are an unusualfeature in the prairie landscape.
Aside from its aesthetic aspirations, the design also attempts to address the
practical nature of golf course design. The pacing and difficulty of the holes was also
considered, with an easy downhill start to allow less skilled golfers begin the round
quickly and easily. The holes gradually become more difficult, finishing each round
with increasing drama and difficulty. The front nine has two par threes, compared to
the back nine's three par threes, to quicken the pace of play through the front nine:
which is desirable for a public course, where often golfers often only play the front
portion of the course. The length of the course is not prohibitive to the various types
of golfers ( even from the back tees ), but will play slightly longer than its indicated
yardage because of the up-and-down movement of the holes through the elevation
changes. Sand, rock and water hazards are also placed at varying lengths from the
tees and greens, in and along the holes, to act as strategic components in the play
of the course. There are also many occasions within the design for reward of good
play, and strong shot-making, as well as opportunities for the average or beginner
player to make it through some holes using alternate target areas should they choose
to do so. There is also, always an opportunity for the higher handicap player to roll
shots up onto the green, rather than play over ( or out of ) any sand hazards.
Routing:
Hole 1 [Back(b)375 yds Middle (rvr) 361 Front(0
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par4 ] Heads out in a
northwest direction ( no morning sun problems) from the original grade
down into the quarry, with a gradual drop in elevation of approximately 14 feet.
The green is straight-away, and ihe hole is broad at over 40 yards wide. I Green
area (g )8290 ft2 Fairway width ( fw) 43yds l
Hole 2 a b4451 m420 / f387yds par 4I Continues in a northwest direction, doglegging to the left,slightly towards the green, which is partially hidden by cliff face
and set into an indentation in the quarry wall, awarding longer drives from the tee.
A bunker to the right of the green forces approach shots to the left, skirting a
corner edge of the quarry's wall. A small artificial waterlall and shallow water
feature behind the green are meant to give a grotto-like feel to the green area.
,
I g 8830 ft2 fw 40yds ]
,

Hole 3 [ b399/ m3751f342 yards par 4 ] The hole begins from elevated tee boxes
on new earthwork, into a dogleg right which heads out almost due south. There
is an approximate ten foot drop between tee a.nd green, with most of the change
in elevation occurring just after the turn,in the hole. This will reward a particularly
long tee shot with an additional roll, reducing the length of any approach shot. A
large bunker guards the left side of the fain¡ray, and two sand traps frame the
approach to the green. I g 6070 f( Íw4O yds ]

Hole 4 lb187t m162tf139 yards par,3 I Long par 3 rising slightly in a southeastern direction toward the green. A portion of exposed rock wall from the new
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blast areas is left exposed to the height of approximately four feet. lt crosses the
hole about two-thirds of the way to the green, and is meant as a real, as well as
psychological obstacle adding interest to the hole. Two pot bunkers are set off the
front of green to catch any errant shots. I g 6560ft' fw 41yds ]

Hole 5 [ b46O/ m43}l 1374 yard" p.r'4 ] Long par 4, ptaying in a north west
direction, with initial carry over water hazard for the two forward tee positions. A
split fainvay is used, employing the new blast walls. The higher portion of the
fainruay demands the longer carry over the water but awards the drive with a more
direct approach shot to green. A small gorge, approximately 30 feet wide and 80
yards from the green, is left from the blasting and crosses the hole to force the
golfer into trying to carry it with their approach shot, or lay up before it and chip to
the green. I g 4330 ft2 fw 51yds ]
Hole 6 [ bSOO/ m473t f427 yards par 5 ] Long par 5 playing due east, up and
along the north cliff face ( out of bounds ). Once over the quarry edge, it then
plays slightly downhill into the existing wooded area. The tee drive is awarded by
length if it clears the quarry edge, affording a straightaway downhill approach
shot. The green, however, is guarded from the left by a large sand trap, which
comes slightly around its front-left porner. I g 5650ft2 Ru SZyds
1

Hole 7 lb4l2l m3711 1347 yards par 4 I Rising slightly uphill, the hole doglegs
slightly to the right. Fairway sand traps ensure that long hitters must also be
accurate, and play down the center of the fairway. The second shot must also be
accurate to hold a forward tilting green set into a downhill slope ( The change in
elevation from the quarry ridge to the green is almost twelve feet ). The green is
also guarded by bunkers on its left side. The hole plays in a westward direction.
I g a700ft' fw SSyOs 1
Hole 8 lb174l m148lf126yards par 3 t A mid-to-long par 3 playing eastwardty.
The shot is almost blind, with the green being elevated being about twelve feet
above the back tee elevation. The tee shot must also carry the water hazard
which parallels the line of play, and avoid two sand traps which frame the front of
the green. The large green helps to moderate any effect of these challenges.
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Hole 9 I b4711 m4191 f367 yards par 5 I An extremely challenging hole to
finish the front nine. The golfer hits from elevated tee boxes near the quarry ridge, where they must decide on whether to try and clear the creek connecting
the water hazards, or lay up on a slight downhill slope. The elevated green,
perched near the edge of the quarry face, demands an accurate approach shot on
the uphill portion of the hole. The front portion of the dogleg plays in a southwest
direction, with a slightly southeastern approach to the green t g 4150f( fw
64yds l

FrontNine Yardase - b3413 m 3159 f2860 yards Pal36
Hole 10lb427l m400/ f360 yards par 4 I Parallels hole 1 in the tee-off direction,
and elevation change, except the hole doglegs slightly right for the second shot.
The second shot must clear a water hazard, which also skirts the front portion of
the green. So a longer first drive, which can stay to the right of the fairway, but out
of the large sand trap, is rewarded with a shorter water carry. A bail-out area to
the right of the water hazard is provided for less adventurous golfers. However, the
green's main axis is angled to accept the shots from over the water much more
easily than from the narrow portion of the fainvay around the water, which is also
guarded by various sized bunkers.. I g 6660ftt fw 0ZyOs ¡
Hole 11 lb418l m388/ f348 yards par 4I A sharp dog leg left, playing south then
east. The tee shot must avoid the parallel water hazard and fairway bunker to the
left , while the earthwork along the quarry face also slopes toward the water
hazard. The second shot is the toward a slightly elevated green, which is set
against the backdrop of a buttress-like ridge with the old kiln perched upon it. I g
4830ft2 fw4gyds ,
,

Hole 12 [ bl69/ m147lfl36 yards par 3 ] A mid-length par 3, this hole plays east
and uphill, similar to hole 8. The tee shots first must avoid the kiln and the quarry
wall, which protrudes from the right into the front portion of the fairway. The
elevated green is relatively small and close to the quarry face, while the area to
its left and back left corner are guarded by bunkers, forcing the golfer to make an
accurate tee shot. This hole has an elevation change of approximately ten feet.
I g 6420ft2
1

Hole 13 Íb4O1t m369/ f316 yards par 4 I This hole is reached after a 100 yard
walk past the parking area. This hole commences the portion of the back nine
into the wooded part of the site. This front part of the hole plays parallel to the
rising natural topography ( east to west ) of the site, with fairway traps framing the
optimum approach line to the green.,The slope of the fainvay rises east to west,
with the dog leg portion playing slightly downhill, in a northeastern direction.
I g 3400ft' rw Ssyos ¡
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Hole 14 [b391/ m369/f314 yards par4 | A left-turn dogleg, this hole's green is
situated behind the creek bed, and is guarded on the left by a sand trap, so an
accurate approach shot is required, or the golfer may be playing out of the
seasonal hazard ( it will be allowed to fill with spring runoff ) or bunker. The hole
plays slightly downhill for its entire length, moving in a south then southeastern
direction. I g 3400ft' fw 4Oyds ¡
Hole 15 lblåOl m120lfl09 yards par 3 | A straight forward, short par 3, the hole
rises very slightly from tee to green, and plays toward the northwest. The green
is framed by a mounded trap to the left, and a pot bunker to its front right. I g

5660ft'z I

Hole l6 [ b506/ m4761f429 yards par 5 ] A par 5, playing in a northerly direction
and doglegging slightly to the right, this hole's fairway rises moderately from the
east to the west. Fairway bunkers frame the fain¡yay for tee shots, while a
mounded bunker warns golfers to stay to the right side of the green which is small
to challenge approach shots. [ 9.3400ft' nv 40yds ¡
Hote 17 1b162tm138/ î122yards par3I A mid-length par 3, this hole plays
slightly uphill to the southwest, with a raised green as a target. A large sand trap
will catch any overly short shots to the left of the green, while a pot-style bunker
will penalize any shots short and to the right of the target. I g 61 50ft2 fw 45yds ]
Hole 18 1b470l m4421 f394 yards par 5 I The tee shot plays slightly uphill to the
northeast. An overly long shot is penalized by the water hazard which runs along
the right side of the dog leg portion ,of the hole toward the green. Playing
southward along the last portion of the hole affords the golfer a scenic view across
the water pond, onto the quarry. I g 4530ft2 nv SOyds
1

Back Nine Yardaqe - b3084 m2844 f2528yards Pa¡ - 34
Total Yardaqe

g.2

-

b6497 m6003 f5388yards par - 70

EXCAVATION PLAN

The excavation plan ( Diagram Seventeen ), shows the area ( in hatch ) which is
to be blasted down to a lower elevation than the existing floor of the quarry. The
dashed line indicates the extent of the area to be blasted and excavated. Arrows
indicate the basic drainage patterns that are to be implemented after the blasting.
Large amounts of blasted rock rubble will be left in these areas to act as a sort of dry
well, with overburden being lain over top to the grade indicated in Diagram Fourteen.
ln this case the blast lift may be approximately 2.8 - 3.5 metres deep, depending on
ihe rock stratification, so at this point, the grading figures for the areas within the new

excavations are approximate.
There are three reasons for this additional blasting : additional blasting will create
instant relief within the otherwise flat quarry floor; the poorer quality rock can be used
as a base shaping medium, providing an excellent drainage base for the overburden
on top, with any excess being sold at a profit to the quarry operators; thirdly, the
deeper blasted areas will provide points and areas for runoff and/or wells for tree
planting.

1O.O COSTS AND INCOME

10,1

CONSTRUCTIONCOSTS

Service ( Power ) for Pumphouse
( Approximately 350 metres @ $ ¿+tm. $'15,500
Clearing

Glearing and Grubbing
20 acres @ $t500 per

acre

$30,000

Eafthwork
Rough Grading
Govemment

NIL

Mulder

$250,000.00

Shaping
( Greens, tees,& fairways

Bunkerc

, $500,000.00
)

$4000.00
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Materials

lnigation System ( Fully Automated
w/ central control &

sofürvare

Pond Liner
Approximately 38,000m2 needed
@ $8.00m'?

)

$325,000. (using high density polyethylene piping
$ 350,000.00

)

$305,000.00

Clubhouse & Facilities
$475,000.00
( 3000 ff clubhouse [@ 100 ffl & 2 X
1600 ff maintenance [one for superintendent,
and maintenance, with a cart storage compound
- other for storage only l
Parking lot & cart storage area( gravel )
3460 yd'@ $10 peryd2
$34,600.00
Sand ( Greens and Bunkers
3650m3 @ $12.50

)

Topsoil
(from nearby site)
Start up Costs
Machinery, etc
Sofr Costs ( flags, benches,
washers etc..)

$45,625.00
NIL

$325,000.00
$10,000.00

Grow in Costs
$125,000.00
( Superintendent salary, seed, fertilizer & misc. )
Planting
Native

30 acres

$90,000.00

(

labour included)

Holes & Driving Range

fairways 108726m2
g9118m2
roughs
greens & tees 10771m2
range
11447m2
surplus seed to overseed

$16,000.00
$5,500.00
$2,500.00
$700.00
$8,000.00

pre-planting fertilizer
seeding & fertilizing labour

$15,000.00
$20,000.00
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Trees and Shrubs
Approximately 350-400 trees
within golf course@ $200.00 per
tree (specimen-planted)
Approximately 300 shrubs
@ $50.00 per shrub (planted)

$80,000.00
$15,000.00

Edge planting approximately
150 trees and shrubs planted
under Quarry Rehabilitation
Fund

NIL

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
$2,723,425.00
( Sources: Grant / Morgan / Olson

10.2

/ Peters )

MAINTENANCE COSTS

Maintenance costs will vary from course to course depending on the intensity of
grooming that the course superintendent or players demand. Factors in maintenance
costs include: labour; fertilizers and other top dressings; fuel; and seed along with
other less expensive items.
Based on a nine month contract maintenance costs for an eighteen hole golf
course can be expected to run from $250,000.00 - $400,000.00. Of this amount,
approximately 213 of the costs will go to labour ( Olson/Peters/Grant ).
I

O.3

EXPECTED INCOME

lncome for the development will be based on the revenues generated by golf only.
Therefore, the exploration of other potential revenue sources, such as the rental of
the clubhouse facilities, will not be included in the scope of this study.
The numbers of rounds played on golf facilities in Manitoba will vary depending on
their location, the weather experienced during the golfing season, and the type of
facility it is ( ie. public or private ). A general range of 25,000-35,000 rounds per
season can be used as a rough base for calculating income for a golf development
( Don Craig, Manitoba Golf Association, 1995 ). Green fees for most public courses
around the Winnipeg region vary from $15.00 - $20.00 during the week, and $20.00 $30.00 during the weekend.
lf the range was to be averaged at 30,000 rounds per year based on a $20.00
green fee, the income for the development for a particular year could be roughly
estimated at approximately $600,000.00 per annum.
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PART FOUR: CONCLUSION

Quarry operators in today's world face far more responsibility for their actions than
years
gone by. No longer can they walk away from an operation without any form
in
of remediation or plan in place. Quarry rehabilitation is a practical and resourceful
way of facilitating this type of change in one land use to another. Although the
economic nature of limestone quarrying does not always allow for long range planning, a small list of a compatible land uses should be decided on before the quarry
has become depleted. This allows the rehabilitation process to make the transition
from the mining process to a suitable land use much more smooth and effective .
This study has examined aspects of golf course developments to see if it would
be a compatible land use to be considered for a site with a limestone quarry on it. By
analyzing the physical and economic parameters of golf, it appears that the two are
compatible if development methods specially suited to a quarry are employed.
Any development for a quarry environment, including a golf course, must utilize a
proper management guideline to accomplish its goals. The management guideline
used helped to ensure that proper steps were followed to identify any constraints or
opportunities of the site, address and review any issues pertinent to both land uses,
implement a development strategy, and ensure proper timing for items such as
permits, and environmental reviews ( if the development proceeds). lt also helped to
identify development considerations, such as any environmental impacts generated
by the construction of a golf course in a quarry, would present. Water table
contamination, proved to be the greatest concern, and mitigation methods were
implemented to ensure safety of the resource from the proposed development.
Although the final cost of building an eighteen hole golf course will vary widely
depending on each site and the expectations or desires of the developer, an average
cost range is generally from 2 - 2.5 million dollars ( Olson, 1995 ). With a rough
estimate of 2.7 million dollars, the expected cost to construct this particular design is
on the higher end of the scale. However, this can partially be attributed to developing
within a quarry. The necessary use of expensive pond liners drove up the projected
costs considerably, while the massive amounts of earth moving required for reshaping
the quarry floor was another large expense. Proposing the use of native plant
material also increased the start-up costs by nearly $100,000.00, although it should
be noted that future maintenance costs for those areas would be greatly reduced as
a result of their minimal requirements after establishment. Areas of potential cutbacks
to bring down the costs could include reducing the scale of the proposed clubhouse
facility, and the native habitat areas. Another part of the design that could potentially
be examined, is to see if the fainvay and green areas can be reduced in size.
Although this is not desirable, and was not examined in the scope of this study, it may
prove to be an economic necessity if the development was to proceed.
Several parties could also potentially benefit from a golf course development if it
were to proceed. The municipality would benefit from a new attraction and tax
revenue source. The Provincial Government Agencies would be relieved of monitoring
one less quarry operation, and would be left with a prototypical rehabilitation project
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from which other similar operations could base planning procedures on. The towns
nearest the course ( Stoney Mountain and Stonewall ) could potentially see offshoot
business through increased vehicular traffic. Society would benefit by having a green
space, where there was none developed, while golfers would have a new and unique
course on which to play.
Although golf is an ancient pastime, and quarrying an even older activity, they are
both being obliged to adapt to today's realities. Land use conflicts and environmental
awareness are forcing quarry operators and course developers to re-examine their
goals and expectations of what can and cannot be done. Hopefully, this study has
demonstrated that these two divergent land uses can be merged within the framework
of an appropriate process to produce an unique amenity to be enjoyed by people of
all ages.
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APPENDIX A : GOLF COURSE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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GOLF GOURSE DËSIGN
The architecture of golf courses requires judgements in visual design concepts,
technical and construction knowledge, and an appreciation of the player's view of the
game. Whether or not a course is judged to be good is subjective. However, a good
courses will constantly provide an interesting game of golf, have aesthetic appeal, and
will be easily maintained. This appendix lists some of the basic components in golf
course design. lt is a rudimentary overview, with complete books being dedicated to
this complex subject. The following material is meant to be an accessory to the
subject matter and should be considered as such, and not as a complete overview of
the subject. The list of references contains works with more extensive writings
concerning the game of golf.

Basic Design Guidelines
PropeÉy Selection
There are various factors in selecting a piece of land on which to build a golf
course. ln the time until the 1960's courses were built on land that was ideal for the
game. During that time, however, developers began selecting property with residential
development, not golf, as their main concern. This is still true today, with the rest of
the courses developed by private or municipal sources on land so poor they cannot
be used for any other purpose, making the land cheaper to acquire.
The main factors for evaluating property are acreage, topography, soils, vegetation,
and important in today's world, any environmental considerations concerning the
property.
Acreage
An eighteen hole course and practice facility will generally require a minimum of
something near 150 acres. This figure is increased if there area extensive wetlands,
steeply hilled areas, or if the parcel of land is oddly shaped so that there is no room
to get holes in and out of any corners. ( Sources: Doak \ Handbook of Landscape
Architectural Construction )

Topography
Besides the proper acreage, topography is the primary quality of any property
being considered for course development. lf the topography is ideal, almost no heavy
construction will be needed, except from the shaping of the greens, tees, and bunkers.
This factor reduces the costs of development significantly.
The hillier a property is, the more acreage will be needed to lay out a workable
course. Long slopes of 10 percent generally cannot be used within the closely mown
area of the course, because a golf ball will continue to roll until it reaches a flatter
spot. Steep slopes can generally only be taken up in areas just off the foot of the tee
boxes.
Also if a course has a large elevation change overthe lengih of the course ( 150 feet
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or more ), it will be strenuous to walk ( Doak ,1992, p.16 ). A greater difference is
workable if the course is stretched out on a line, or if carts are used ( which would
eliminate it from any tournaments,where players must walk ).
Soils
Sandy loam is the ideal soil type for golf courses, as it retains moisture well, but
also provides enough drainage for courses to be able to stay open after heavy rains.
For the same reason it limits any construction delays from wet weather.
With modern construction practices, courses can be built on virtually any type of
soil. Construction costs, however, get driven up, and some soils may prevent turf
from reaching proper playing conditions. Pure sand can even be used to build a
course on with the modern irrigation systems used today. Most modern greens built
on bases of pure sand. However, the advantage of good drainage and easy shaping
using sand can be offset by the quick leaching of fertilizers and chemicals, requiring
more frequent applications.
Heavy soils, such as the clays found in much of southern Manitoba, have more
inherent problems. During droughts, unirrigated areas may become dry and cracked
causing balls to run on excessively. ln wet weather, the same soils may lead to
standing water or extremely soggy situations, making mowing difficult, and causing
golf cart damage.
Shallow rock is also another situation that may be encountered. Blasting out any
rock is a costly proposition, however, there must be approximately three feet of earth
between the irrigation lines and the finished grade of the fainvays. lf any part of the
piping is in rock, the development costs will rise,astronomically.

Vegetation
Native vegetation can add immeasurably to the character and beauty of a golf
course. Holes can be cleared through the forest, but trees along the edges of the
clearings, previously unexposed to the elements, are subjected to new stresses. A
property with natural clearings might also change the development costs, as clearing
through densewoods can cost as much as $3,000 peracre ( Doak, 1992, p.19).
Natural ground covers, such as grassland areas or even desert conditions should
also be evaluated for their potential. By leaving these natural areas undisturbed
construction and maintenance costs can potentially be reduced.
Environmenta I Conside rations

Even

if all the situations listed previously are favorable toward a golf course

development, it may be impossible to build a course, due to environmental restrictions.
The most common problem encountered is that of securing the water supply for
the course. With large irrigation requirements, a reliable water source must be found.
Small streams or ponds cannot sustain the volume needed, so large lakes or
underground sources are the alternatives. The use of effluent is even becoming more
common as an irrigation source, but again must be large enough for the demand.
Also reliance upon municipally-controlled sources can mean rationing in times of
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drought.
Ecologically sensitive areas such as wetlands are also potential problems to be
avoided as much as possible. Property considered valuable wildlife habitat, or

archaeologically significant may also have restrictions placed upon them by
environmental agencies.
Routing
The golf architect's primary task is to route the 18 holes through the parcel of land,
taking advantage of the site's best assets.
A search to find the best routing for a property is subjective, since no two people
can agree on the composition of an ideal golf course. Diflerent routing plans should
be tried to see which is the most appropriate to the site, and its development priorities
( ie. How the course will work with any other components of the development: an
example would be a housing development with a golf course). Trade-ofls are
inevitable and must be weighed for their merit.
The routing of the course should also reflect the needs of the target clientele of the
proposed golf course, as well as the design philosophy of the course architect.
The plan usually revolves around the topography and making the holes interesting.
Undulations in the groundwork make the game more attractive, and should be used
if occurring naturally.
Working with any topographic information, the course can be laid out by locating
the greens first on a plan and then working backwards. High and low points can be
identified and then worked into the course plan. Many natural holes may be found
this way, because the same features may be used in differing schemes. The holes
after suggesting themselves must be worked into suitable loops of nine or 18, either
by; extending walks between holes; by laying out holes on less than ideal terrain; or
by intelligently shaping the earth to extend holes or to occupy the space between
them.

Sequence and Length of Holes
The arrangement of the holes within the design, according to their individual par
ratings and designs, is important to the golfers' enjoyment of the game. The normal
sequence is to begin the course with a couple of relatively easy par four holes, to
allow the golfers to 'warm up', and allow play to begin quickly and smoothly from the
clubhouse. The front and back nine holes usually end with a challenging par four or
five, which are intended to leave a lasting impression on the golfer.
While theoretically this should allow for a par five or three between every par four
this is usually never possible. The designer has the opportunity to compensate,
however, by designing the holes within their minimum to maximum lengths for their

ot'fñ:tleneral

,n.oo is to provide distinct character between no,", without

duplication, and to keep the game flowing,smoothly for all iypes of golfers who may
play the course.
Length for golf courses in general can vary due to the fluctuation in hole lengths.
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Diagram eighteen indicates a range for recommended course lengths.
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DIAGRAM EIGHTEEN: Recommended course lengths (National Golf Foundation, 1978, p.651

Design of Golf Holes
The United States Golf Association has set rough guidelines for the lengths of
holes to which the various pars are described. For men, a par three is up to 2b0
yards, a par four is 251 to 47O yards, and a par five is anything longer than that.
For women, a par three is up to 21O yards, a par four is 211 to 4OO, and a par five
is 4O1 yards and greater.
ln today's game, it is not fair to discríminate men from women, because there
may be many instances where stronger women players will play the same course
length as high-handicap male players. So the tee lengths should not be used to
differentiate between men and women, but only indicate the difference between
the different tee positions.
Par Three Holes
A par three is essentially a one shot hole, with the tees hazards and green all
within easy visible reach. The golfer must attempt to reach the green in one
shot to reach par on these types of ,holes. Within the course design, there
should be a variety of lengths for the holes, encouraging the golfer to use an
assortment of club types.

Par Four Hotes
Par four holes make up the majority of holes for a golf course. Therefore, they
should have the greatest variety of the three hole types, which also makes
them the greatest design challenge for the architect. With the par four holes
the golfer attempts to reach the green in two strokes: the tee shot, and then
the approach shot.

Par Five Holes
Par five holes are basically a long par four, with changes in club technology
making it a birdie type hole for the scratch player. Diagram nineteen illustrates
basic dimension guidelines for the par four and five holes.
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DIAGRAM NINETEEN: Typical fairway dimensions ( Handbook of Landscape Architecturat
Construct¡on, 1976, p.463 )

Greens

ln a perfectly played par round, half the strokes will be putts, and the ability to
get approach shots or chip shots to hold on the green will be affected by the

design and maintenance of the greens.
Proper green design concerns two separate but interlocking issues: how the
green complex affects approach play, and how the surface of the green will
present any difficulties in putting.
A well-designed green is composed of a series of reverse curves, with convex
flowing ¡nto concave. These green contours should be subtle and blend into the
surrounding landscape, making the green look as if ¡t had originally been situated
there. The greens may also be built in two levels, with one flowing into another.
Again, it is imperative that the change between the levels be natuial and not too
severe, adversely affecting any normal play.
The orientat¡on, shape and slope of the green should also relate to how the
hole is to be played, and the possible strateg¡es for the approach shot. This
presents an unlimited number of possibilities of ways that the designer may experiment with green shape, depth, and contouring.
There is no rule of thumb for determining the minimum size and dimensions for
a green' Generally, a more shallow green is used for short approach shots, with
deep ones for long approaches. The long axis is usually placed on line with the
approach shot. Any single green of less than 30OO ft2 is likely to cause maintenance problems through concentrated wear and tear. The size of the greens will
should reflect the expected traffic flows, but generally should fall into the 4OOO 5000 ft2 size range, with smaller greens being the exception (Source:Doak / Olson).
Other aspects of green design that should be considered are traffic patterns,
and possible pin placements, Sod compaction and strategy are offshoots of these
problems, and should be addressed, Diagrams twenty to twenty-two illustrate
these concepts.
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DIAGRAM TWENTY: Shaded areas indicate typical circulation areas with arrows indicating traffic
flow direction ( Handbook of Landscape Architectural Construction, 1g76, p.468) .

Fairways
The fairways, like the greens, should reflect the natural character of the land
forms the course is laid out on. The overall shape and composition of the fairways
will typically be tied to the strategy behind the design for the hole.
The fairway designs will often present the golfer with various options on

DIAGRAM TWENTYONE: Circular greens limits the possible pin positions ( lbid, p.465

)
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DIAGRAM TWENTYTWO: lrregular shaped green provides greater opportunity for var¡ety in pin
placement (lbid, p.467 ).

how to approach the hole by altering the direction and length of their shot. Players
of less ability must have the option of taking routes to the green which are less
hazardous than the ones that may be attempted by the more accomplished player.
Thus, players of varying ability may get enjoyment from a hole through different
routes to the green through or over any hazards designed into the fairway.
One method course designers use to vary the use of too many straight holes is
the offset or dogleg hole. lt is crucial in designing the dogleg to know how far
golfers can be expected to hit their drives, and to allow for the differences between
the stronger and weaker players. Since tournament proffesionals now drive 25O 3OO yards, and high-handicappers anywhere from 150 yards on up, the dogleg
hole is becoming harder to reconcile between the two ( Doak, 1992, pp 125 ).
Diagram twenty-two illustrates the standards sets out the average hit and roll
lengths for different types of golfers ( National Golf Foundation,1992 ).
Within the fairway, the grasses are mown to varying heights to indicate the
optimum line to the hole. Roughs of moderate height grasses then provides a
suitable partial-stoke penalty for driving out of the fairway. Without some
distinction between fairway and rough, the player would always take the shortest
route to the hole: the direct line. By mowing the fairway in curves reflecting the
topography, or in twists and turns offset from the direct line, the game becomes
more interesting. The fairways cut in irregular curves will look more natural, and
will also provide placement clues in assisting the player to locate any balls in the
rough.
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D¡AGRAM TWENTYTHREE: Suggested shot lengths for different golfers (National Golf Foundation.
1991 )

Tees
The tee is the beginning poirrt for every hole. and great importance is placed on
the condition and aesthetics of the tees to leave a lasting impression on the
golfers. The tees should be designed to be in harmony with their natural
surroundings. This often requires the use of multiple free-form tees, unless space
limitations force the tee into a geometric form.
Typically there are three to four different placements for the golfer to tee-off
from. These alternate tee placements are meant to make the game more enjoyable
and playable for every type of golfer. The provision of forward tees also has an
economic benefit to the club. By shortening the course for the beginner, the
architect reduces the length and acreage of fairway to be maintained. lf using long
rectangular tee boxes, the boxes must be orierrtated properly, and not set up so
that the players align themselves off the fairway.
The size for the tee areas is primarily a function of traffic. Each hole should
have a square foot of tee for every round played on an average month. This
translates to approximately 3000 - 5000 square feet per hole . This suggested
figure must be doubled on par three holes where divots are commonly taken. On
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multiple tee grounds, fifty to sixty percent of the total area should be dedicated to
the middle tee areas, twenty to thirty percent on the forward tee, with the
remainder on the back tee. ( Source: Doak, 1gg2 )
Bunkers and Water Hazards

The hazard should consist of a natural site feature whenever possible.
Bodies of water, existing sand areas, ridges or depressions all may present themselves as opportunities to shape the holes to fit the hazard.
Bunkers are built for a number of purposes. They can be used to penalize a
missed shot, or to warn players of potentially worse situations outside of them.
They can also be built for visual purposes, such as to assist a player in a blind shot
situation, by indicating the proper line to pursue. Sand traps are a part of both
traditional and contemporary golf and should be employed. Diagram twenty-three
shows construction guidelines for the two types of bunkers mosi commonly used.
Water can provide the most dramatic moments or the most frustrating.
Water,however, is not an ideal playing hazard. tt creates an unplayable situatioñ,
when the nature of golf is to play the ball from where it lies.
Three factors should be considered when designing holes w¡th water

pi*

^þ-

'borêly vlslblê ftom folrwov

,(pot bunker)
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drolnoge
TYFICAL

SOD.WAII

'_moy hove one or two sod wolls.
wlth the lotter belng o pot bunker

ÏRAP

DIAGRAM TWENTY FOUR : construction of Bunkers ( Handbook of Landscape Architectural
Construct¡on, 1976, p.465 ).
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hazards in them: the hazard must be visible; there must be a way around the
hazard for the beginner player; and the effect of the hazard should be maximized
for the scratch golfer, who usually easily escapes from bunkers.
( Source: Doak, 1992)

Design philosophies
The most simplistic approach to design is to lay the hazards out from the tee
forward to the green, placing bunkers to punish players for a topped drive, a
hooked or sliced shot, or an off-line approach. Since the purpose is to punish a
poor shot, this style of design is known as the "penal school of architecture". An
example of this is the severe bunkering and sand traps of Hole Two at Pine Valley
(Diagram Twenty Five).
Since the early 19OO's the choice of designers has been the "strategic school
of design". The approach of this philosophy is to reward a good shot with an
improved or advantageous lie for the second or approach shot. For example, a
green may heavily defended or tilted on one side, so that there is a distinct
advantage to placing a drive in a certain part of the fairway. This is the case of
Hole Three at Sunningdale Course in England (Diagram Twenty Six).
The "heroic school" of design is an offshoot of the strategic: a clear advantage
gained
is
on the approach shot from a long car(y from the tee. The ideal form of
the heroic hazard is diagonal, so that every player has the opportunity carrying their
chosen portion of the hazard. The best courses are actually those which borrow
from all three approaches, lending variety to their designs. Pete Dye's design for
the first hole at Long Cove rewards a long drive with a shorter, more direct line to
the green. A massive sand trap runs along the hole to the right, tempting players
to try and cut across it at the furthest point possible toward the green, rewarding
or penalizing the risk taker (Diagram Twenty Seven).

Construction and Maintenance
The construction of an eighteen hole golf course is an enormous undertaking,
requiring the preparation of hundreds of ,acres and the expenditure of millions of
dollars. However, over the course of time, greater sums will be spent on the
maintenance of the course. lt is imperative, therefore, that proper construction
procedures originally be followed order to alleviate any future problems.
The construction process is not a linear series of steps, but overlapping ones,
done in the following order:
1. Permits and Engineering,
2. Design, including irrigation design and pumping station.
3, Clearing if needed. This is often accomplished in two phases, with
an initial narrow clearing line down the centerline, after which the
hole may be shifted to avoid specimen trees before final clearing
limits are determined.
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P|NE VALLEY (CRUMP).

,' I YARDS PAR 4.

DIAGRAM TWENTY FIVE (Doak, 1982, p.67}
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DIAGRAM TWENTY SIX (tbid, p.68)
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DIAGRAM TWENTY SEVEN ilbid, p.70)
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4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Grubbing, and the removal of roots and ground cover.
Heavy earthmoving.
Shaping of features( greens,tees, mounds, bunkers, etc.).
Drainage installation, including tile under greens and bunkers.
lrrigation installation.
Final grading of all surfaces, including installation of greens mix.
Construction of cart paths.
Seeding, and/or sodding,
Grow-in.
( Sources: Doak / Love / Olson

)

The golf course architect must be careful not to design features which are
difficult to maintain. Course maintenance is already under pressure to maintain the
'perfect look' year-round to appease members expectations. The problem is that
there is a law of diminishing returns on extreme maintenance. For example, if a
golf course spent $300,000 per year to get the turf 85 percent perfect, it probably
will take another $300,000 to improve it another 10 percent (Doak, 1992, p.206).
Additionally, artificial maintenance practices will look out of place if the architect
has designed his course to fit into the natural landscape.
The answer may simply lie in lower expectations of the golfing public, the
superintendents, and course architects, to what standards golf courses should be
maintained at. ln this way the cost of golfing may stay accessible to the 'average
person'.
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APPENDIX B : QUARRY REVEGETATION
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REVEG ETATIO N G U IDELIN ES

Selection of Revegetative Species
One of the most critical steps of the rehabilitation process is the selection of plant
species to be used on the site. The species selection must reflect the future use(s)
of the site and its goals. For example, if the site is to be rehabilitated for livestock
grazing, then the species selected should be useful as a forage crop. ln this study,
it was determined that a golf course was to be the end use for the quarry so any
species should be selected with that use in mind.
Proper revegetation of the site will be essential for providing the designated areas
with permanent vegetative cover, preventing erosion, and transforming the quarry
portion of the site into a more ecologically productive area. Forthese reasons species
selection will involve the following general parameters:

.

Rehabilitative Value of the Species
This will include physical and biotechnical characteristics of any species being
considered. For example, deep rooting type plants may be desired for slope
stabilization, or nitrogen fixing plants may be needed to improve soil conditions.

.

Physical Requirements of Species
Soils put back into the quarry, are usually not ;soils in a pedological sense, but
a jumbled overburden,with all layersl mixed into one blend. The texture, depth,
fertility, permeability, water retention capacity and pH of the soil should be analyzed
to help in deciding on plant species. For example, it would be futile to try and grow
a species that prefers well - drained acidic soils in anything with a high clay content.

.

Ease of

Propagation

,'

,

.

Mechanical Limitation
i
Some species require specific planting requirements which may be unsuitable for
certain areas within the site.

.

,
Time of Planting
lf planting is required to a specific time of the year, it may eliminate some species
being considered which can not be proþagated at that time.
I

.

Species Compatibility ,i
j
,
!
When a mixture of species are being planted, care must be taken not
competing species.

.

Availability and

Cost ,

,

to

plant

!
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.

Nutrient and Maintenance Requirements

.

Resistance to Disease and lnsects
( Sources: Lowe/ Paterson / Watson, Parker & Polster

)

One of the best ways to determine what species should be used for rehabilitation

is to observe older quarries in the area, which have been recolonized by native
vegetation. This may provide a list of species which are more naturally adapted to the
conditions of a limestone quarry.
With these general guidelines in mind, a species list will have to be determined for
the specific use of a golf course development. This will involve identifying plant lists
for in and out of play areas. For a listing of potential grasses shrubs, and trees used
for quarry rehabilitation and golf course fairways see Figures Twenty Nine A-C.
Methods of Planting
''

As the plant species are being selected, the method of planting must also be
determined. ln some cases, due to availability or site conditions the decision will
already be made, however all alternatives should be considered. They are:

.

Seeds

Planting seeds is usually the least expensive and most effective means for
revegetating a site. Generally seeds should be used when the species can be
expected to germinate easily and sufficient moisture for germination is expected.
Seeding is best for large areas that require complete coverage. The disadvantages
with seeding are that, it will not provide an immediate form of erosion control and,
seed establishment is very dependant on weather conditions following propagation.
Generally there are two basic techniques for planting seeds; seed drilling or seed
broadcasting (which also includes hydroseeding ). The decision on which technique
to use will depend on site characteristics, capability and availability of the seeding
equipment, cost, and desired effect or look. Diagram Twenty Eight discusses the
relative advantages and disadvantages of the different techniques.
Seed drilling is the superior technique when site condition permit it. Furrows are
created by the drill, filled with seeds at a specified rate, and then covered back over
with earth in one operation. Drilling can be conducted by either hand or machines
utilizing specialized equipment.
The advantages of seed drilling include. the seed is set to the proper depth ;
additional ground cover or mulch is not required; and soil compaction can be accomplished with packer wheels attached to the drill.
Limitations include that this machinery,can only be used on slopes of 3:1 or less,
and that the drills may not be durable enough for extremely rocky soil. Seed drills
also must be calibrated according to what type of seed is being planted, with the
possibility where all seeds may not be planted in one process occurring.
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Creeping Red (Festuca rubra)
Chewings (F estuca commutata)
E{and (Festuca longifolia)
Description: The three Fine fescues all produce a turf of very fine bristle-like leaves. They will form a very
dense, fine leafed turf. These fescues are vi:ry droughttolerant. Under dry conditions the leaves contract,
reducing transevaporation, thus conserving water. Fescues have demonstrated superior performance in
shaded conditions and should be the dominant grass(es)where sunlight is significantly reduced.
The Creeping types produce reasonably aggressive rhizomes and possess a strong creeping tendency. The Chewings
types may produce short rhizomes but generally are more bunchlike. The Hard type is best noted for its ability to
survive undervery minimalfertility and moisture conditions. Fine fescues contain about61b,000 seeds per lb.

Varieties
VICTORY

Chewings fescue: Has received the highest scores in nationaltest rating, Victory produces an excellent, dark
green turf, and is an excellent blender with modern Kentucky bluegrass cultivars. Has good
resistance to Corticium red thread, Sclerotinia dollar spot, Helminthosporium leaf spot, and

Powdery mildew. Requires aboull12 the nitrogen of Kentucky bluegrass.
SPARTAN

Hard

fescue:

JASPER:

This cultivar has received excellent ratings nationwide. Spartan has good resistance to
Corticium red thread, Helminthosporium leaf spot, and Net blotch, Anthracnose and
Powdery mildew. lt produces a dark green, very persistent and dense turf. Spartan has
excellent cold tolerance, resists drought and heat, and produces an excellentturf in shade.
Strong spreading and darkgreen, itis an excellentshade grasswhich also can be used in
the open sun, because of its good shade and droughttolerance. A low maintenance variety,
it resists leaf spot and melting out and gives excellent resistance to leaf and stem rust and
dollar spot.

AZAY

Sheeps fescue:

This cultivar of European origin is virtually maintenance free. lt is attractive as comm0n
ground cover - producing a blue green sward of unique colour and very attractive when
seeded with wild flowers.
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cnrunDA tNC. Box so4. Lindsay, onrario Kev 4S3 705-878-9240 FAX 705-878-9219

CREEPING RED FESCUE

(Festuca rubra

.

L)

TOLL FREE: 1-800-665-5015

WORKÀ/G WIT,H C,4AIADIAI'I FáRÀÍERS FOR OYER 50YE.4RS.

Best suited to:

Use as a componenË in nrixtures for areas
that have poor soil quality, fertility
and where winter conditons are severe.
Creeping Red Fescue is a major component
of most home lawn and recreational

mixtures.

Seed Size:
Seeding rate:

Ge¡mination rate
Plant type:

per pound
3-6 lbs. /t,OOO sq. ft.

5401000 seeds

¡

texture:
roots:

blades:

L4-21 days

fine

narror^t, veined
strongly rhizomatous

PERFORMADICE CHARACTERISTICS :

!!¡E U99Ew'
Heat lolerance
CoId Tolerance
Drought Tolerance

Goop

v.
æ GooD

x

Soil

x
x

Wear lolerance

x
x

Compacted

Tolerance
Shade Tolerance

PEST

ExcEr¡EN:q

PROBLEMS

Potential Diseases:
doll-ar spot, drechslera, fusarium blight, fusarium
patch, Ieaft rust, necrotJ-c ring spot, ophiobolus, powderT
mildew, pythiurn, red thread
PotentÍal Insect Pests:
Chinch bugs, White grubs, Greenbugs, Sod webworms'
Grasshoppers

¡4A¡IAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Mowiug Height:

Never below L/2 inch, does best between 1 to 2 inches.
Fertilizer Rate:
5 lbs. of Nitrogen per 11000 sq. ft. per year

x

CHEWINGS FESCUE

uca Rubra L. var commutata)
TOLL FREE: 1-800-665-50L5
WORKI¡VG WTTH CANADIAN FáRMERS FOR OIÆR 50 YE,ARS.

Best suited to:
Seed Size:
Seeding rate:

@¡minatiou rate:
P1ant type:
texture:
blades:

roots:

Use as a component in mixtures for fine
texture arrd to increase the shade

tolerance.
5401000 seeds per pound
3-6 lbs. /1.rO0O sq. ft.
t4-21 days

fine - verlr fine
narrow, veined
non rhizomatous

PERFORMâNCE CHARACTERISTICS :

LOW

Heat lolerance
Cold Tolerance
Drought Tolerance
Compacted SoiI
Tolerance

MODER.â,TE

x

-

Shade lolerance
I{ear Tolerance
PEST

GOOD

x

x

x

V. GOOD

EXCELI'EMT

x
x

PROBLEMS

PotenÈial Diseases:
dollar spot, drechslera, fusarium btight, fusarium
patch, leaf rust, necrotic ring spot, ophiobolus, powdery
mildew, pythiurn, red thread
Potential fnsect pests:
Chinch bugs, t{hite grubs, Sod webworms, Grasshoppers.
MANA,GEMENT RECOMMEI{DATTONS

Mowing Height:
Never beLow
Fertilizer Rate:

l/2 inch, does best between 1 to 2 inches.
5 l-bs. of Nitrogen per 11000 sq. ft. per year

Brett-Young Seeds Ltd. warrants to

the €xtent of the purchase price that seeds sold a¡e as desaibed on the container within recogrrized toterances.
Seller gives no other warranty, expressed or implied.

ffiHffiffiffiffiffiffi

TeehmgeæË Fæetr sftreeË

ffiLÃ. FÐSÐEIffi
T{JRS'TYPE
(Festuca arundinacea)
Tallfescues, developed forturf [Jse, are significantly differentfrom their old, forage grass forerunners, such as
Ky31, FAWN, G0AR. They produce a turf of an attractive, dark green colour, generally m0re coarse than other
lawn species, but not unattractive and similarto some cultivars of Kentucky bluegrass. Tallfescue is a
nonspreading bunch grass, and should be seeded athigh rates.Tallfescue has a verystrong rooting ability,
sending its roots down deep for moisture,thus earning a deserved reputation for droughttolerance. Modern
varieties resistthe ravages of heat, oftenthe bane of othergrasses,which has ledtothewide use of Tall
fescue in the transition belt of the U.S. Tall fescue contains t 220,000 seedsilb.
Varieties
MUSTANG:

This popular cultivar consistently scores high across the continent. lt is fine textured,
dark green and forms a denseturf. Mustang has good environmentaltolerancesto cold
and heat alike. lt will tolerate low mowing heights. Mustang is one of the most popular
varieties used in America.

CROSSFIRE:

This is the "very" turf ... very deep rooted and very dark green. lt grows low and slow and
is also very tough. lt has very good heat and drought tolerance and is - of course - very
resistant to wear.

MINI-MUSTANG:

A very low groweç it is very dark green and dense. Deep rooted, it grows much slower
than traditional Tall fescues, provides excellent tur-f qualiry and additionally offers
excellent heat and drought tolerance and good overall disease resistance.

SHORTSTOP:

Another low, slow growing variety, it can be mowed quite close,less often than otherturf
types. Very dark green, it has good heat and drought tolerance, is very resistant to traffic
damage, and is very good at resisting leaf spot and other diseases.
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TALL FESCUE
(Festuca arundinacea Schreb)

TOLL FREE: 1.-800-665-501 5
WORKrÀ/G WTT] C,AAIADI,i,N FáRA,ÍERS FOR OIÆR 50 IGáRS.

Best suited to:
Seed Size:
Seeding rate:
Ge¡minatiou rate:
Plant type:
Èexture:
blades:

roots:

Sports fields, dW and sandy areas and
golf course roughs. It c¡n. also be used
where salinity is a problem.
22O .OOO seeds per pound
4-8 lbs. /LTOOO sq. ft.
10-14 days

coarse - medium coarse
shiny underside

bunch t1æe

PERFORMANCE CHARJTCTERTSTICS :

LC'VÍ MODER.ÈTE

Heat Tolerance
Cold lolerance
Drought Tolerance
Compacted Soil
folerance

Shade Tolerance
Wear Tolerance
PEST

x
x

GOOD

gj-_Goop EregælE
x
x
x
x

PROBLEMS

Potential Diseases:
crown rust, fusarium patch, ophiobolus, pythium,
tlphula
Poteutía1 fnsect pests:
!,ihite grubs, Sod webwo:ms, Grasshoppers
I,ÍANAGEMENT RECOUIIIENDA.Î I ONS

Mowing Height:
Never below 1
Fertilizer Rate:

inch, does best, between 2 to 4 inches.
Maximum of 2 Ibs. per I'OOO sq. ft. of Nitrogen
Hot'es: rf used in a mixture, talr fescue shoul-d make up
at leasÈ 80t. rf less than 80t Ëurf may appear uneven anã
clumpy.

Brett-Young Seeds Ltd' warafits to

the €xtent of the purclnse price that seeds sold a¡e as dessibed on the
container within recognized tolerances.
Seller gives no other warranty, expressed or implied.

ffiffiffiK%ffiffiffi TeehmseæË Fæeü $heeË
HffiruHKJÐE{K ffiLK]Ð Gffi,ESS
(Foa pratensis)
Description: A very perennial, winterhardy specie which produces a dense, wear-tolerant turf. Spreads
and
fills in by underground rhizomes. Smallseeded (t 1,000,000/lb.). Kentucky bluegrass is an apomictic specie,
so
varieties are extremely uniform. Fairly slow to establish, so early spring, or latã summer seeding is
recommended. Leaves have a boatshaped tip, and are quite broad. Modern varieties can be mowed
to314,.(z
cm)' Most Kentucky bluegrass varieties are adversely affected by shade. Some willtolerate reduced
sunlight,
but generally do not perform well in dense shade.
Varieties

ALPINE:

AMERICA:

BANFF:

This new cultivar was developed by Dr. C.R. Funk at Rutgers University, Alpine is a very decumbenrtype
selected as a running mate to Nugget. lt is dark green, very low growing, winterhardy, has resistance
to leafspot and dollar spot, and has reasonable seed production. lts winter-hardiness has sparkled in

test areas atthe University of Manitoba in Winnipeg and throughout extensive tests in Nomvay.
A dwarf, robust variety with a dark to medium green colour. Excellent cold tolerance and broad
adaptabil¡ty
A very winter tough variety, originating from the Banff Springs Golf Course. Highly tolerant to
snow mould and powdery mildew. Dark green leaves.

BR0NC0:

A broad leafed robust variety with dark colour and a decumbent growth habit. Very deep rooted
for excellent tolerance to drought and a strong rhizomatous root system for sod strength and high
tolerance to traffic.

CREST

A low growing varietywith dark green colour and a medium leaf texture. lt is an aggressive
spreading bluegrass with good rhizeme development and a medium turf density.

FYLKING:

This graceful leafed Swedish cultivar produces an attractive fine leafed turf with good disease
resista

nc

e.

INDIG0:

A low-growing dwarf, it has fine leaf texture and excellent disease resistance. Very dark green,
this variety is idealfor sod and very well suited for high-quality blends and mixes.

NUGGET:

A unique variety with early fall and late spring dormancy. Significantly superior winter-hardiness
(proven in Eastern Canada and Scandinavia) is to be expected from this Alaskan
development.

Very dwarf type, dark green, and shade tolerant. Fine leafed.
TOUCHDOWN: Superior, vigorous variety from a golf course

fairway on Long lsland. Excellent competitiveness
against Poa annua. Spreads quickly in open areas. Medium to dark green (emeraldlwith medium
to broad leaves. Excellent choice for golf course fairways and tees.
o-7
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KENTUCIry BLUEGRASS
(Poa Pratensis L.)

TOLL EREE: 1-800-665-50L5
I,VORKôJG WIT'TIC,4AIADIAN F,4RÀÍERS FOR OTIER 5,OYEARS.

Best suited to:
Seed Size:
Seeding rate:

Ge¡mination rate:
Plant type:

texture:

blades:

roots:

open srurny areas such as sod production
and by itself or in a mixture for golf
courses, home lawns and playing fields.
2,2OOr0Q0 seeds per pound
2-4 lbs. /LtOoO sq. ft.
2L-28 days

fine
v-shaped
strongly rhizomatous

blunt,

PERFOR}IA¡TCE C¡TARJICTERISTTCS :

I4¡E MopER.arE
Heat Tolerance
Cold lolerance
Drougbt Tolerance
Compacted

I{ear lolerance
PESI

@

E¡ISEæEE

x
x

Soil

Tolerance
Shade lolerance

g99g

x

x
x
x

PROBLEMS

Potential Diseases:
dolLar spot, drechslera, fusarium blight, fusarium
patch, leaf rust, necrotic ring spot, ophiobolus, powdery
mildew, pyt,hiun, red thread, snuts, sunmer patch typhula.
Potential Insect Pests:
Chinch bugs, Billbugs, White grubs, Greenbugs, Sod

webworms, Grasshoppers.

¡¡ÍA¡IÀ,GE!¡ÍENT RECOMME!¡DAT I ONS

Mowing Height:
Never below
Fertilizer Rate:

L/2 inch
At least 3 lbs. of Nitrogen per 11000 sq. ft. Per year
Notes: Kentucky Bluegrass is not salt tolerant. À blend
of at least 3 Kentucky Bluegrass varieties is recommended to
increase the range of disease and pest resist,ance.

Brett-Young Seeds Ltd. warrants to the extent of the purcluse price that seeds sold a¡e as desc¡ibed on the containe¡ within recognized tole¡ances.
Seller gives no other warranty, expressed or implied.

ffiffiffiK%ffiffiffi

TeehmüeæË FæeË sheetr

Ðffitffiroä,qä,,eNffi
CffiÐÐPäTqG ffiÐroHGffi,&S$
(Agrostis tenius and stolonifera)
Thgge two related grasses are widely associated with golf course turf. They will tolerate very low mowing,
making them naturals for putting greens and tees. More recently, many golf course fairways are being..Ë¿rd

or overseeded with Bentgrass. They are a soft, lighter green colour, fine leafed, and aggressive in their
spreading habits. Bentgrasses often develop a deep, cushiony growth which will need continualrenovating,
thinning and an advanced level of management. The Creeping types spread by surface stolons, while the
Colonials tend to spread by short, weak rhizomes. Certified seed should always be used to ensure purity
of
variety and type (Creeping vs. Colonial). Seed count varies from 8,000,000 to 10,000,000i1b.
Varieties
NATIONAL

Creeping

bentgrass:

A new variety developed by Pickseed West, Nationaltraces to clones collected in
Manitoba by Dr. A.C. Ferguson. National produces a very attractive dark green,
decumbent and smooth turf. National is a robust, winterhardy variety with excellent
adaptab¡lity to Northern U.S. and Canadian golf courses.

PENNCROSS

Creeping

bentgrass:

This tried and proven Fl type var:iety has exhibited its qualities giobally. penncross is
very vigorous, mows neatly and short, and stands up wellto both winter and summer
stress.

PENNEAGLE

Creeping bentgrass:

Developed by Dr. J. Duich at Penn State University. Penneagle is less dense than
Penncross, so may be better adapted for fairways use where less intensive
management than on tees and greens prevails.

EXETER

Colonial bentgrass:

This proven variety has an attractive medium green colour. lt is best suited for use on
tees and for overseeding fairways. ltwas developed by Dr. R. (Dick)Skogley atthe
University of Rhode lsland.
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CREEPING BENTGRASS
(Agrostis stolonitera L.)

TOLL FREE: 1-800-66s-s01s

WORK IG WITHCAI'IADIAN

Best suited to:
Seed Size:

Seeding rate:
Germination rate:
Plant type:

texture:

blades:

roots:

7-LO days

fine - very fine
stolonifirous (spreading by at'ove ground

veined
shoots

)
3

LOW MODERÀTE GoOD

Heat folerance
CoId Tolerance
Drought Tolerance
gemFacted Soil

x
x

I{ear Tolerance

X

PEST

OyËR s0YEARS.

Golf course putting greens and lawn
bowling greens.
7t8OOr0OO seeds per pound
0.s 2.O lbs. /L,0OO sq. ft.

PERFORUANCE CTTãRACTERISIICS

Tolerance
Shade lolerance

FÁR/VÍERS FOR

x

-

v,__Goop

EXCE:LI,ENT

X

X

PROBLEMS

Potential Diseasess
doLlar spot, fusariurn blight, fusarium patch, necrotlc
ring spot, ophiobolus, pythium, red thread, smuts, tlphula
Potential Insect Pests:
Chinch bugs, t{hite grubs, Sod webworms, Grasshoppers.
}.{,ANå,GEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Mowing Height:

t/2 inch or less
Fertilizer Rate:
Approx. 3 lbs. of Nitrogen per 11000 sq. ft. per year
Notes: ShouLd only be used on putting greens and lawn
bowling greens because of its high maintenance requirements,
never on home Ìawns.

Brett-Youn8

Seeds Ltd. warrants to the extent of the pu¡clrase Fice that seeds sold are as desaibed on the container within recogrrized tolerances.
Seller gives no other warranty, expressed or impüed.

ffiHffiffi%ffiffiffi

TeahmgeæË FæeË sfrneeË

trÐffiÐroruHAt ffiYEGffi,eSS
Turf Ty'pe
Description: Perennial ryegrass is a reasonably large seeded specie (t)250,000/lb. Large seed size and
vigorous, quick germination make it a very easyto establish specie, Most ryegrasses are "bunch" grasses with
little spread.ing ability, although vigorous cultivars produce a high numberof tillers per plant. Perennialryewill
usually germinate in 5 - 10 days, and quickly ástablish a solid plant. lts leaves are dark green with a very shiny
underside. Most varieties go through a stage of "tough" mowing in the late spring, especially during their
reproductive cycle. They can be mowed short and used successfully to overseed worn sports turf or ravaged
fairways and tees.
Varieties
BLAZER II:

A very winterhardy cultivar which ranked atthe top of this trait in Winnipeg. An attractive
dark green variety with consistently high sc0res.

CUTTER:

The newest release from Pickseed Research. Cutter is dark green, very fine-leafed and highly
uniform. Cutter has outstanding resistance to disease, establishes very quickly and tolerates
low mowing. lt is endoph¡e enhanced with over g0% seeds carrying this natural biopesticide.

DASHER II:

This new variety has good stem rust resistance, lt also is enhanced with high endophyte biological resistance to insectfeeding damage. lt is dark green, fine leafed, and produces

a

excellent dwarf turf.
EDG E:

Also dark green with fine leaf texture, it has excellent, trial-tested turf quality and is
moderately dense. lt establishes quickly, offers good tolerance to heat and drought, and
provides very good disease and insect resistance.

EXPRESS:

A high endophyte, high turf quality, lower growing cultivaç it has excellent density, seed
production, and good stem rust resistance. Dark green with medium fine leaf texture, it
provídes good heat and droughttolerance.

FIESTA II:

A new v,ariety which will soon replace its famed predecessor. Fiesta ll is fine leafed, and
generation ahead in terms of disease and pest resistance.

LOWGROW:

This quick establishing, dense,low growing turf requires less mowing. lt has a veryfine leaf
texture, is dark green, mixes wellwith dwarf blue grasses and fine fescues, and offers
excellent winter hardiness and very good heat tolerance.

a
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PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
(Lolium Perenne L.)

TOLL FREE: 1-800-665-5015
WORKING WITH CANADIAI''I FARTVÍERS FOR OWR 50 YEARS.

comPonent in mi xtures for
sports fietds, home lawnsr golf courses
ana to overseed divots ín golf course
fairvrays and tee boxes.

a

Best suited to:

IJse as

Seed Size:

22O,OOO

Seediug rate:
Ge¡mination rate:

Plant type:
texture:
blades:
roots:

seeds Per Pound
3-6 lbs. /!,OOO sq. ft.
7-LO days

fine

veined
non spreading

PERFORIITANCE CHARACTERI STICS :

IOIÍ IIIODERATE
Heat Tolerauce
CoId Tolerance
Drought Tolerance

x
x

Tolerance
Shade Tolerance
Irlear lolerance

x

Compacted

PEST

SoiI

C'OOD

x

x
x

PROBLEMS

Potential Diseases:
crown rust, rusarium patch, ophiobolus, red thread,
smuts, tlphula
Potential Insect Pests:
Grasshoppers

I4ANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Mowing Height:

wiff tolerate mowing at L/2 inch
Does best at L t/2 Eo 2 inches
Fertilizer Rate:
2 lbs. of Nitrogen per 1'000 sq. ft. per year
New tlpes of turf type Perennial Ryegrass.contain
Notes:
Endophyte which-Îretps to incréãse its tolerance to insect
pests.

Brett-young Seeds Ltd. warrants to the extent of the purchase price that sæds sold are
Seller gives no other warranty, expressed or implied-

as described on the container

within recogrrized tolerances'

I\ative Prairie Grasses
:ìulrp(rrt ond v.ced conlrol .rt)r an.t.trildflowar nteado,,t,.

Blue Grama
(lkmtcloua gracilis)
(hrc ol'thc prctticf a¡¡d

kali Cord Gress
,arl¡na gracilis)

Hair Grass
¡nost

(.1grn.s/i.s sc:ohra)

intcresting plants ol tlre prairie,
IJlrrc Gramn s¡rorts 2 flag-like
:;ccrlheacls on cithcr side of thc
stcnr. Short (to 20 cm or 8 in) and
vcrv drought tolcrunt, rcquircs
little rrrou'ing in a laun. Alrc an
allractivc acccnt plant for thc

;alinc and alkali tolcrant'
rl'c Frass. ìt rrsuallt g,rorvs

*ct nrc¡dous. Gr¿ccfrrl
rl lrc¿d lcsttucd likc cortl

lsirrc. l.Iccllclrt for
grb¡lrJis, ditchcs antl los,
as llcigh ?() crn (28 in).

r\ ¡uass ol'thc as¡rn
purhlaud ¡rruirics rvith a
bcautit\¡l rerltlrsh stulk autl
sccd hc¿d. (ìrorrs to j() cln

atnorrg llrc rrrosl cokrurlìrl

wildllowcr gardcn.

ol'thc curlt *.-asorr
grus:Jcs. Makcs ¡r nicc

/ i:r#:llr-Tl:

lou' grou'ing ¡nix rvitlr

(À l uh I e n

hergi o glomc rata)
Â shof (to 30 cm or l2 in) tufluJ
¡rass rvith a cone-like sccd he¿d.
Gro*s wcll just about anyu,hcrc. A
slrorter grass that floucrs in late
.sumjncr. Vcr) sttractivc.

Awned
Wheatgrass

Qlgntp.tntn
unilaterolc)

Iittlc bh¡cstc¡u. l)lants

'

lntlian Grass

lnng ¡rlurncs adonr

(Sorghas!runt

cach sccrl giving

lhis

g,rass

look.

'lÏc

a

w

iu) high A r¡rrrck
¡trosirrg s¡rccics. it is

(21)

ttulans)

uillosl

(hc olthc

Canada Wild Rye

¡nain

whcatgrass ol the tall
anrl mircrl gruss ¡rrairics
Grows to 80 cm (32 in).

grasscs liorn
u'hich rhc
tall grass

canadcnsis)

tsll, spcctåcular grass,

^
Canad¡
hcad

wìta

Hye lrai

a

s".,:¿

prairie

with verv long awns or

rcgion got its

thrc¡rjs r¡fl'cach scerl. Onc

g Bluestcm

ll, shotrldcr
llt, rctldisl¡
rurvc

stalks u'ith

;-prongc<l sccd
ad. ln mid to
c srrntnrcr it

()f
lour across thc
:8tCS \'AVCS

rrlsca¡^*. 'lTis uas
: gruss that norrrishcd

llrons of hison on the
I ¡rrairic. Â s¡rccltcul;rr,
tg-liycd, antl shosl gri¡ss,
g lllucstcnt is a prinre
nìfmncnt ol'anf tall ¡trass prairic rcsloratioll
ntakcs an excellcnt tnrdcr in a lbnnal
rdcrr and holds its colþr¡r s'ell for tlrietl
'anBcmetìts,

llm

(iraceh¡l
bronz.c
sc.cdlreads

of aspcn bh¡ffs, woodlancls as
wcll as in opcn arcas. lìasy to
grorv.'l'o 120 crn (4 fì).

ndnrpogon gerardi)
Morc tlrnn alrv
rcr grass, lìig
ucstcm IS tlìc
I grass prairic.

nAmr'.

o[the lerv prairie grasscs
will do wcll in parriul
shade, it grows along the edge

on

1.2

tn (4 fì) reddisl¡
stalks makc lndian
(ìrass onc ofthc
nrost shouy latc

Fringed Brome
(llromu.s kaltnii)

scasorr

i¡t rcstorutio¡rs

¿¡ntl

Ân clegant, rarc grnss
tltut grou,s up to lrn (3 fl)

tall.

lxrrtlcr plantings.

Thc cascading

sccdhc¡tl is quitc
distinctivc.Suitablc lor
bordcr planting,s or individual s¡recinren clumps. Â
shouy prairic grnss. I)lnrrts
scctl $2.(X).

Grccn Nccdlc Grass
(stiPa viridula)
'l}is crnl scûson
lÈrcnl¡ial grass is

vcn

tough and rcsilicnt in ad<.litior¡ to

hcing htautifirl. liscellc¡rt t'or dn.
arcas.

'l'o I nr (3 fl).

plants. Cocs
big blucstou

ncll with

June Grass

(Koeleria c ristato)
¡\ shorl (to 3O crn or I fì).
clrought tolcr¡r¡rt s¡rcics ol'
thc mlscd grass ¡rrliric.
I

lcrutilì¡1, slrorr r rvltitc.

tl¡rc..t

t scctlltctrrl

it

I

)lr*it rs I n

urid-.lrurc. l.ikcs rtrL
gar<Jcrts anrl st¡r'trr\

arcrs

S¡rcrr or Porcuplnc

Sand Bluestcm
(tlndntpogon hallii)
Short anrl ilclicirtc, rrith
silvcry scccl hcatls artrl rcdtlish
stalks, Littlc lJlucstcrrr is ¡
plcasurc to l<xrk irt .t0 to 50
crn (2{) iu) high. lirrrgh and
hardy as rvcll, this grass is
excellent for landscaping.

Gr¡ss
(Slipa:tpartcil)

Sirnil¿u to llig lllucstern, but rvith u bcautiful
silvcry bluc cast to thc lcaves and stcm. 3prougcd sccdlrcud covcrcd with densc whitc
hairs givcs it a frvr.y appcåra¡tcc. Very rarc in
ürc rvild, wc arc plcascd to ofì'er this utusu¿l
grass l'or tl¡c lirst timc this year. Will re¿ch I kr
{ 1, .
1.5 m (4.5 fì.) in hciglrt.

A prirnc cornponcnt ofthc
rrrixc<l gruss prairic, ürc lar¡lc
s¿etls and gracef'ul long
plruncs of Porcupirrc (ìruss
havc a¡r intercsting adaptation
to thc plails cnviron¡¡rcnt. 'thc
borbcd sceds litcrallv scrcw
thc¡ns:elvcs into thc ground
with changes in humitlity.
l'his ensrr¡es that the plants

Shecp Fescuc
( I ;e :;tuca sax i nton !ana)
Shcep fexuc is a short, jade
grcen, tuftcd bunchgrass with

are

sellvrrling

spiky leavcs. One of our most

Mat Muhl¡'

Swcct Grass
(llierochloe odorata)

p<lpular londsc.api ng grasses.

(i.tuhlenbergia
ric:hardsonis)
F'inc-leaved, diminutivc
Brass (to -j0 cm , I2 in)

with small tr¡fìs of sccds.

Vcry attractive when planted
with oürer grass€s or short
wildflowers for contrasting coloru.
lteight to 20 cm.(8 in.)-

Cousidcrcd a holy grass
by rutive North Âmrrica¡rs,
Sweet Grass is a low
gfo*ing, eurly season
sprìsies with a goldcn
sr:cdhe¿rJ. lts plcasant
is very evidenl

Makcs a lovcly conrplcmcnLlo
shortcr r¡iklflowcrs.

Sidco¡ts Grama
(Douleloua cutipendula)
cedlc ¡nd Thrcarj
Grass
(Slipa conata)
Â dclicatc and gracelìrl
tlry-udaptcd spccics with a

it grows, and stays
with the plant years afrer

A rarc and unusual gross. The
¡nost colourful fìowers ofany

it

tras

tren dried.

Mal¡es

wondcrful baskets and
drial arrangemL"nts. Otu

native grass. Its n¡me comcs
from the oatlike seeds that
arrange themselves neatly along
onc side of the stalk. 60 to 80 cm

most popular grass.

(28 in.) tall.

cr¡rly-plumcd scctlhcatl.
to 80 cnr (-12 in) high.

Switch Gr¡ss
(Panicun virgalum)
C)ue o[ thc domir¡a¡rt grasses of
thc tall grass prairie, Switch Grass
grows t*st in dc.cp fcrtile soils that

Slendcr Wheutgrass
(A gro pyron tr achyc au I um)

Nuttall's Alkali Grass
I I ia nuttal I i)
Â salt tolerant nativc s¡x.cics, tlris
showl ¡pass ofìcrt grows arorurd

(l>ucc i ne

wettands arid ditches. A leathery sccd
hcad makes this one an atlrûctivc
landscaping species. Grows to.l0

ore well watered. It has an
attractivc openly branched secd
he¿d th¡t is vrught afìcr by many
birds. (ìrows to a hcight ofabour

A graceful, early season grass,
up to I m (3 fì.) in height.
Âdaptctl to a widc variety of
conditions from 'üct to dry. Fast

m.(3

growing. ltovides good nesting
cover for prairie birds.

fì.). llabitat

I

destn¡ction has

meant thåt this spc.cies has nrurly

.

disappeared lrom the wild in
Manitoba.

cm (16 in.) tall.

Slough Grass
(B e c k man n i a syz i gac

Rough Fescue
tFe-stuca hallii)
Rarc grass front rvhich Cauad¡'s tcscuc
prairic region got its namc. t.ike thc rall grass
prairic, little original fcscrrc prairic rcmains
todal'. A pretty bunchgrass sith opcn sr.edhearl.
I leight 50 ro 80 cm.(20 iu. )

h

ne)

Â medium height specics
with unusual sq¡d heads thal
look likc stacks of small plates.
At home along slreams, ditchcs
and strallow

n¡rshes. , !,

Tell Dropsced
(Sgtrobolus a.spcr)
Â mcrdium hcighr (ro I n/ l
fì,) late season €Fass uirh narrow
sccrc h,:ads

cnclossl i¡r a

she¡¡th. An uncomrnon prairic
specics with good coloru.

'.-: w> rJf

,1.

Native Prairie Wildflowers
I'rairie Habitat.s' hardv narivt'n'irdflowers coter lhe spectru,n o/corour and hahitat rypes[ron canada,s tail and núxcd grass prairies.
l'earl¡' all plants are perenniol.s lha! conte up.vear afier year. They make wperb addilions lo regular gardens, or will create eve
catching groupings on their ou'n in .vour -yar¿|. The-v are excellenl for ailracting bulterlie.ç and hircls Io
-vour propern,.
Alum Root

C>

Bergamot

(lleuchera richard.ronii)

(Monarda fslulosa)

Â late spring blooming

Violet

The most spcctacular
member of the mint family,
bcrgamot's shouy purple rnass€s
of flowers bloom in July. A
prime habitat for buttellies
and hummingbirds, it grows to
I m (3 ft) tall. Makcs
splendid tca.

fìowcr, Âlwn Rcnt's 3{} cm (12
in) stalk o[ crørm¡' u,hitc bell
shapcd flowers aris¡:s from a
tufì of largc maplc-likc
leaves. Closell'related to the

coral bclls

(:ktlo pedatifida)
f in¡,mauvc violets
ith <leeply indcnrcd
"cror+foot" shap:i
leaves. Flowcrs June and
ScpternÞr. A very
Fpular flower with our
cuslontcrs. Shade tolcrûnt. l5 cm (ó in)
taU.

".i

iil :;',"

--

'

Bleck Eyed Susan
(Rudbeckia hirta)
Culver's Root

A popular flower that
is surprisingly h¡rd to
find in the wild now.
Ilright yellow petals
su¡mund a chocolate
brown centre. lndividual
plants can have 25+
blossoms. A buttcrfty
favouritc. Grows to 60
cm (2 fl). Flowers in

Ascending Purple

Milkvetch
(Åstrogalus striolus)
l)cep purple fìowers
in late June and
carly July. lnw,
sprcading form
covcred with
vivid hlossoms.

Upto40cm(ló
in). Good ground

(Ve ro n i c as I ru nr v i rg¡i n i c u nr)

A rare and sf¡ectacular tall
grass prairie wildflower with
candelabra spikcs of slcndø
whitc and rnauvc flowcrs.
Vcry ¡npular. lllooms mid
to l¡tc sumrner, óO to
cm (24 n) tall.

\l

Æ

Cut-leaved Anemone
(Anemone multifida)
Â small but sgætacular

Can¡da Anemonc

covcr. Sha<le tolcrant.

120

(Anemone canadensis)

flower up to 40 cm ( I ó in)
tsll. White to pinkish-red
flowers in June. Deeply

Snowy white buttercup

i
'ì/,

tlpe flowers in June a¡¡d
July. Will spread to form

leavcs a¡e

large patches. Excellc¡rt
ground covcr for partial
40 cm (16 in)

Bcauliful
Sunflowcr
(l

Ielianthus

laetif orus)
Â colourful,
Itappy prairic

llorvcr. Illooms
Julv and Âugust. Up
to 60 crn (2 lì)
lìcfêrs dr1'arcas in
fìrll srrr

Canada Milkvetcb
(A

straga I u s can ode n s i,s)

I )ensely branching stcms
to 80 cm (32 in) tall wirh
largc spikes of crcamy whitc
hlossoms that last from Jrurc
through Âugust.

Vcry liugrant and
popular rvith
butterflies. Good
ncctar produu:r.
ïlnriches the rcil by
making its own nitrogcn

fsrtiliz¡r.

Dotted Blazingstar
(I.ialris punctata)
Short, furthcry spikes of
prrr¡rle fìowcrs ¡nakcs this one a
rcsl trcåt to ¡ook at. ¡)otted
Blaz.ingstars prclcr dricr areas,
brrt r¡'ill clo '*'cll in uny sunny
spot. (ìro$'s ahout .30 cm (12 in)
.

high, lìorvcnng irr carly to mirlsutnmcr. lìxccllcnt for rock
gardcrrs.

rl

;'lenium

Kelm's l¡lbelia

'eleniunt

(l.ohelia kalnii)
'[iny but shouy

lumnale)
Â dclighthrl,
llon-lufìed
idcn fìowcr,
stalks 5() ro l(X)

(2ru{{) in) high
ncc-shafrd lc¿vcs
ous bcst in moist

:s.

We

[,ong Fruired
Ancmone

blue

trum¡rcf-shaped fìowcru in mid-

(Anetnonc

summcr. Slightly d¡rker blue
fìowcrs than thc Spikcd Lobclia.
Iloth spccics likc moist condi-

th

tions.

realll'li\e tìc

,k of this nìosl unrrsu,3l

priiric llorrcr
I-cadplant
(Amorpha
canescens)
A silvcry coloure<I

lndian Brcadrool
(Psoralea e.rculento)
Starcll\' r(]ots prfilocc
this plarrt its othcr nar¡rc
of Indian Potaro. A
staplc fouJ of thc
.. plains l¡rtlians
ano cåily

Lewis rilild Flax
(l,inun lewisii)
Â perennial cousin of
thc arurual oilseetl flax,
this plant l¡as nunerous
baby blue
llowers on 30 cln

lian Hcmp

(

ncynun, cdnnah¡num)

Âlthough

Â woody shrub of as¡rcn parklands antl
irie edgcs. Was ruscd by nalivc ¡rc.oplcs to
fc ropc l)rooping hcatherlikc, bcll-shapc<.1

intlividual

itc florvcrs at thc cnds ofbranchcs. Shadc
rånt, it rvill sprcad to form lnrgc colonics,
ing, in arcas that arc difìicult to
¡lrou,othcr
cics in. To I rn (3 fì) high.

l2 in)

one day, the
plant kccps putting out new oncs cvcry day,
giving a s¡¡mmcr long show of dclic¡tc bcauty.

means rvindfìorr,cr. Its uhitc
grorÀ on stalks up to 40 cm
-flgwcrs

(ló in)

high.

i

Man.v Flowered Aster

(;lslcr ericoides)
Aster is frorn thc
Greek u,onl meaning

sl¡r - an appropriatc
description of these
pretty plants. I)ense
masses of whitc a¡¡d
yellow flou,crs in
Âugust and Sçtemtrr
cha¡actcriz¡ thc Many
["lowercd Astcr.
^n
cxcellent ¡¡rvror
ncctar producer.
lr¡rruutç¡.
' Shrubhy
in fonn, ir will gro*.ro
50 cm (20 in) high and j0 cm (t2 in) aiross

i,srti,.räij.

Ü

#

ïiiìlüt\ï,iii,ïi'îlîlradcntark of this nlid-sruu

:îT"iîäì

llïllïfflÏ,#"* +m

tr"

iï*,iîJï1,i,:îiJ,ffi.
(l'c

norpha fruticosa)
Chc of thc rarcst tåll
ss prairic plants in
¡rif oha, this slrnrb
ws to lur (.1 lì)
h arrd lrn, (,1 fì)
oss. Vivitl <Iccp

Âlso called llcardtonguc, this
dainty orchidJike fìower Brows up to
50 cm (20 in) high. Ân casily
misscd component of our native
prairics that nlakcs a wclcomc

nst e nton

groci I i s)

a<idition to any lanrJsca¡rc.

åi:"jiJ'-ü;iffi
Na

l''i ffi

'

rrorv-lc¡r,ed

$,

Sunflou'cr
(l

Ielionthus

naxiniliani)
Tall (ro 2 nr, 6.5
fì) shor+1' nativc

plc blossom spikcs
rnt this spc.ctaculur
nt in Jr¡nc. Iìoliagc u

sunflowcr n,irh
nrany blossoms ¡rr

grLt¡ì nctworl of small

,lantl crdgcs. Sha<.lc tolcraltt.

in s¡rring and carll'srunnìcr.
'[]¡c na¡nc "a¡rcnloncin Greck

(t,i1!r.i.s

lìowcrs only last

ligo Bush

r

of

stalks.

Lilac Flowertd Penstemon

¡'cs. l)relcrs ntoist arcas
h as rivcrbanks, ditchcs, and

inlbl crv*-d bcca usc

its thinrhlc sha¡uJ
woolll' sccdhca<J, this
plant is olrc o[ scvcral
spcvies of a¡lenroncs
lhat gracc tlrc prairic

shrubby lcgtune that has
breathtaking nrc[ullic bl uc
fìorvcrs in mid June. Similar
rn sizc to Dwarf False hrdigo,
it is a rare trcat on the prairie.

cdiblc tr¡r^*rs that givc

scttlcrs, it is
almost gonc norv
froln thc prairics
l5 to 30 cm (6-12 in)
h, cluders ol light bluish purplc or rvhitc
wers bloonì in June. 'lÏis plarrt hns an opcn,
nching fionn uith lupine-likc lcavcs.

c.v.l i n dri ca)
Sometimes knos¡ as

plant. (irows

Lorv Goldenrod
(So

dago

nt i ssou r i c ns i s)
short spccics, lrom 20 to 50 cm (ll-lS in)
-.Â
tûll, witlì rcddish stems and tufts olconrpact
Ii

tcrntinal vcllorv fìowers. Onc olthc carliest
fìou,cring of thc golclcnro<.ts - in .lulr. ¡u¡d
^ugust.

quickly ancl casy kr
cstahlish. Illoonts nridsrunnìcr through lall
ìoldfìnchcs lovc to eat
(hc scc<Js. and rrill hc
attr¡rctcd to ¡'orrr 1,ar<! il'
\'or¡ havc lhis plant.

'l'lr

rcc

F'lorr

erctl

Whitc Penstcmon

Avcns
t

Wild lris

(l'e n.tt e m ott a I h i ilu s)
l.ur¡rc, shorw rvhitc tubulur
lìoscrs. Rcachcs û hcigùt ol' 30
cnr ( 12 iu). Â plant of thc
rniscd ¡¡rass prairic.

l( iatutt
r i.ll t trtt ttt )
lr 1;rrrr'

¡>coplc
¡llarrt us

linorr tlris
" l'rairic Slnohc"

( t ri.s

varsicolor)
I'z:.\t
-\7 ' ¡1, dclicarc
hcautv

slìorl, rììid

^spring rctldish¡ruqrlc lloscr that
occurs in clurrrps ol'3. 'l hc

lìowcr's srxllIv

,#å#ifkìT'

scctlhca<l

tltc¡t sltrxlts up. litcrlllv
tunring thc qrorutd a sutokv huc
sJtcn thc pllnt gross iu llrgc colouics. Makcs
a bcautilìrl Èvcrgrccn grorurtl covcr. ldcal rock
gardcn plant.

of

parklartrl a¡r<l tnrcal
_.r, lorcst

)Y/vrr.shr-aner

/

nativc pla¡rts.
Usually solcl out
quickly, so tr sure to gct
yours fìrst thing in the

Whitc Prairie
Clover

spring.

(l'etalos!enrcn
condielun)
Similnr to

l\rrple Prairic

Upland Whitc Goklenrod
(Sol idago

'lïc

p!anni coidc.t)

onlv rvhite. golclcnrod. tliis
o¡tc bloonrs in latc su¡nlncr lntl
l'ull.
roulrtl scctlhcuds
ap¡rar^ttroctive
afìer thc llor,rcrs. [.os
growing, up to 30 crn I ll in).

Clovcr but rarcr
and with whitc florv'crs.
(Jscd by thc early settlers to
trc¿¡l

\ryird

Licoricc
(Gl¡tcyrrhizo
lapidota)
A shruhby

ncåslc$. hn¡nrtant in

thc ccology of the tall ¡rass
prairic.

woodlantL/
prairie legrunc
with crcaury

rilhorlcd Milkrvced
as ve rt i c i I I a t a )
l;iucly bri:urchcd lcavcs with grccnish rvhitc

(.1.sc I ep,i

llorvcrs. Frogrant ünd vcry a(r¡¡ctive to
Monarch buttcrflies.

whitc flor¡'crs a¡rrl a
velcro-likc secdpod.
Flowers lnitlsu¡nmcr and grows
lup to 60 crn (2.1 in)
Shadc tolcr¿u¡t. Rmts
havc a rlistinctivc
licorice testc and rvcre usc¡l as a
candy by pionccrs.

Veinr
Meadorvnle
('l'holic trum

\ry¡td

Columbine
(tlquilegia

Â

1.5 rr¡(5 lì) carlv
sr.urìnrcr llos'cr. this

s¡^-cics is olìc¡r tiluntl
Bro\\ntg irr srxxll¿utds ¡r¡trl

'¡lt

¡rrarrics. Shldc
A striking

Wild Mint
(trlenlha an'ensis)

canaden:¡is)
fui cxotic
looking rcd and ycllow

tlc¡utifirl light bluc lloscrs
hon¡e at thc base of leaves
alorrg thc x¡¡årc stcms
Miut's srvcct snrclling
liagrancc is especially
evidcnt on cool darnp
cvcnings and carly
mornings. Makcs a rvorxJerfr¡l
tra. Up to 50 cm (20 in) rall,

rv<xxllund tìorver. Ilcl'crs shurly
llloo¡ns Junc and July. 30 to
70 cm (12 - 28 ùr) high.
are¡rs.

dclrsc clustcr ol' rvhitc

lìo*crs on a long stirlk.

lìowering in early sr¡¡nmer.

rrVild Strawberr¡
(l;rogaria glauca)

\\'hire Cinquefoil
t I't¡tcn ! i I lo argrt !a)

'f'all. gracclìrl
r cllorr

shitc lìorvcrs

-

orr s¡rikcs .ìtt

¡1r

ll - l.¡ in) high. lilirrrns
in Junc and.lulr. llrc ().jihuin
InrJians u-r¡.rl this plant to hcl¡r
control hlcr:ding.

6O crn (

Â shade tolcra¡¡l ¡yorrnd cover, this nativc
plant bcars rlelicious fnrit that is Ibr tastier rhan
cornmercial varictics. S¡nall whitc lìowcrs in
carlv spriug. Spreads rapidly by nrnncrs.
l:xccllcnt low grorving ground cover, leis th¡¡r
R

crn (-j

in)

lrVil¡l Pcar inc
( I.a

t

h.t'r t

t

s

r'

( n t ).\u -\ )

Â clinthi¡rs viuc up ro 3 rn ((r tì) r.all. lÞÈp
prrrplc, vcn shouv lìorvcrs ir¡ rníd-summcr.
l)ca-likc ¡xxJs. (ìrxxJ native trcllis covcring,,

Wikl

Rosc
(ll,o.ra rvood.sii)

Willon Astcr
(.1.s;7,r

hespcrius)

Mrrlti-branchcd astcr rvith nunìcrolts Il¡rwcrs
räng,tng lrom s'hite to pinli to violct in colour.
f)rclcrs nloist arcas.

'lïc

knorur prairie

mille/tlium)
IÞns;c, fìat-

THE STIADY CORNER

of

wtritc fìowers on 30
to 60 cnr ( 12 - 24 in)
st¡lks. lÞlicate, fern-like
foliage. IJloom.s all summcr.

A mcrlicinal plant - has becn

Iivcrybody seems to havc a shady little nook
that sun-loving prairie plants src not suited to.
'l-ry the species listed
below. While none will
pyow in total shade, all they rcquire is a couple
hours of sun pc'r dsy.

llu and

uscd to trcat colds,
tcnthachc.

Gras.ses

Cunad¡ Wild
I

ellow Avcns
(Geun aleppicunr)
Â pale vellow br¡ttcrcu¡r

like Ílou'er o[ worxlland
gladcs. Shadc tolcrant. [Ip to
cm

r3l in) hig,h

Rye

lair Grass

l.'ringcrl llrornc
Shecp liescuc

Ilrildlowers

Bcrgamot
Crowfmt Violct
Cut l,e¿ved
Giant

Canada Ânernone

Indian tlemp

Anernone

Wild peavine

Hysrcp
Graceful Golderuod
Ilarcbcll
t\rple lloneseï
lntligo llush
Long Fnrited Anemone
Norther¡r Bedstraw N. llog Violet
Oblong Læaved Gentian Phila<.lelphia Flcabane
Spikcd
Tall Concflower
Upland Whitc Goldenrod Veiny Mcadownrc

Lobclia

Columbine
Sarsaparilla
Wild Strawberry
Wild

Yellow Coneflower
(ll,atihida

Wilcl

Wild Licorice
Wild Iris
Yellow Avens

columni.[era)
()nc of our
lavorrnte n'iklflorvcrs. ILep
conc-sha¡rcrl ccntrc
surrountlcd hy long

r'cllou ¡^-tals. Lnjoy
thc bcautv of this
unustral, easy to gro\r'

uiklflou,er in your
gardcn . IJlooms all

srunnìcr. I'lants up to fi) cm (24 in)

\ryHAT ARE "WIII)FLOWERS''?
Just about eveqtwhere tlíese days you canfind
Ftcket.t of "wildllowers". Canned mearlows,

vildtlov'er mixlures, low nøintenance ground
coverc a¡c all readily availahle. Virtually none
oflhese have any cktinr to beingCanadion native
pmírie spccies, Most arefront othercountries i,f
ttol olher continen!s, Species thdt are not nalive

to the pruiries, not hanþ hcra and often cause
greal disappointment when ancl IF thq grow.
Lton.v ore contmon weeds.

Yellon Ercning Primrose
(()enothera hiennis)

A tall (to 1.5 nr, j tì) shorvl,
vcllou, llo*'cr of s¡rly sunìrncr.
It is a bicrurial - ¡rros'ing a
ro:rcttc of lcsvcs in its first

vcar, thcn v-'nding up l lìorvcr
spikc in its sccond rcur.
IJnusu¿l i¡r th:rt il o¡cns lìrst in
thc cvcnirrg arrd bkxrrns in thc
rnr>onlight. Its srrccl litgrancc
attrauts rright lìrìrrg ¡uoths that
pollinatc thc fìoscrs liasr.to
gro$ . Munv rncrlicrnal
pro¡rcrtics.

( ) u r wi

ldfl øwe rs a rc no! fton Ca I ifonia,

regon
seed
I IÅBITATS staJf
O

or Ëurope. All ol ourc are tftnn from
carefullv collected
on

a c

tlll

hø I remnan

r

h¡t

PMINE

p ru i ri e.r

of soulhcnt Ìllani tob<t.

are hatdt, and well adapted to lvlanitoha

condition.s.
..ls a definition,,¡ee consider nutivc wildfou,ers
g,m.s.se.s lo be tho.se .specie.s lhat occurrcd
here natumlly at the tinte of settlemcnt, uncl u,cre

ortl

infron ollrcr region.s or contit¡en!s.
(lonsenting tlrc nalive g,enetic stock tl¡ut ha.s all
h u t d i sappearetl he re i s ofp mnoun I int pon tmc e
to u.¡, so we dot,'! curry an.v seed tl.,u! vu huvc tro!
lune.sted locall¡'.

trot brought

nrost irn¡xrrtant lbctor il¡ any planting

of

nalivc prairic species is propcr site prclnration.
Whethcr you flrc planting a contcr of the y.ard or

shnrb in early
surruner. Edible rose hips
providc excellcnt u'intcr colour.

Yarrorr'
(.'lch illea

top¡rcrl chsters

Site Preparation

l)clicutc pirrk,
lragrarrt hloorns
covcr this wcll

rn.rny acrcs, tirnc s¡*nt norv in goo<J sitc
preparatiorr sìll pay big diviclcnr.ls later
Nativë plants arc-\'cll adtpter.l to our prairic
cnvironmcnt, having lived herc for thousands o[
ycurs in a stablc community. But thcy arc no
¡natch lor thc host ofnon-nativc weetls. These
aggrcssive spccies have the ability to muscle out
nclrly an¡hing that grorvs, particularly on
clisturbed soil.
'fo have a succcsslul prairie
garden or
rcstoration, thcsc invasivc wccds must bc
brorrght rur<lcr conlrol hclore planting begins.
Iìlimination of ¡rcrcnnial wceds is of paramormt
importarrce. 'l-he site must t¡e clean and weed
free as they cornpete wiür your prairie plants for
light and moisture.
The typc o[ wced cont¡ol measu¡es depcnd
upon your plot. Small plots can bc worked over
with a rototillcr cvcry week for 2 to 3 months
during the growing season. tslack plastic can be
staked out as a grountl cover to kill weeds.
Iarger plots can bc cr¡ltivated as in
sumrnerfallorving. Roundup or othet herbicides
may be uscd for problem areas thal cannot be
controlled by othcr means.
'lhc site should be smooth and well packed
to cnsure the srr:ds have good soil contact. A
good nrle of thr¡nlb is that the soil,is firm
cnough to plant ilyour lcntprint barcly rcgisters
on it. Jrrne is thc bcst time for planting prairie
s¡rccic"s in Manitoba.
l"or small plots, seul shoul<l bc broadc¿st
cvenly ovcr'thc whole nrea and lightly raked or
rolled in. l)on't hury the sæds tlc=ply or they
will not grow. Kccp wcll watcrcd until plants
arc well cstablishetl.
larger arcas can bc s.:cdcd with a sccd drill
or fcrtilizer sprcatlcr, using an incrt ca¡rier like
cracked rvheat to carry the light nufty prairie
sccds through thc rnachinc. Se.ctl shallowly, no
rlcc¡rr than I cnr ( l/2 in).
lìcmcmbcr, prairic plants arc pcreûnials.
'l'lrey
tlo not shorv a greal. rJeal of growth ahove
ground in thcir first ycar. Thcy prefer instead to
spenrl their tinre putting down a deep, exte¡sive
rcxlt s)'stem to help ørry ûrcmselvqs through
advcr*- conditions likc drought and cold. Be
paticnt - prairic takcs its time in establishmcrrt lrom 2 to 5 \'Lurs $tl¡ tr nctrJcd ,if you .start
lrour sccd. Wild s.:cdr have quitc variable
gcrmination ratcs irs a survival me.chanism to
cnsrrrc that lllcv all rlo uot gcrminate at thc sünc
tinrc. ll'r'ou rcqulrc an 'inst¿nt' prainc, sculling
plilnts \rll rnaturc nrorc quicklV.
lvforr irrc ¿rs ncccss<1n' tluring thc gro'*ing
*-uvrn lrigh urou¡¡h to ovoirJ mosl prairie

los urrough to cut olTthc heatts of
*ccrls hclìrrc thcv nìatrrc. rvill hclp vour
secdlirrgs. brrt

¡rlarrtirrg akrng.

Broadcast Seeding is considered to be a less desirable planting process, in that
the seeds are scattered on the ground's surface and are more susceptible to the
varying elements. Broadcast seeding may be done by hand or machine utilizing
specialized equipment, such as in hydroseeding or aerial seeding.
The advantages of broadcast seeding are: that ¡t is a more economical seeding
process than drilling; the seeds (and fertilizer) all may be distributed at the same
time; the slope of the land is not critical.
Limitations to broadcast seeding include: the fact that the seeds are not in the
soil where germination and establishment normally occur; the seeds are exposed
to predators such as birds and rodents; mulches are required to prevent seed
drifting, reduce soil temperatures, and help retain moisture.
As a broadcast seeding technique, hydroseeding is the most expensive seeding
technique. Seeds, fertilizers, and soil amendments (such as a wood fibre mulch)
and a soil stabilizer (binder) are held in continuous agitation in a slurry mixture,
which is applied with a high pressure stream of water. Up to 112,5OO litres of
slurry can be applied in a fifteen minute period. (Schiechti , 1980, pp a3 ).
There are obvious advantages to this type of seeding: hydroseeding is very fast
and offers complete area coverage up to a distance of 65 metres, allowing it to
access difficult areas and steep slopes; the technique also provides erosion and
drought control for the seedlings in their most vulnerable stage of establishment.
Disadvantages of hydroseeding include: it is generally the most expensive
method of seeding; if the slurry is not applied within thirty minutes of mixing,
germination rates may be reduced; the seed itself may not come into direct
contact with the soil if seed, mulch, and binder are applied in a single operation.
The germination rates are greatly improved if the process is a two - step operation,
which would also increase costs.

Aerial seeding is another option in which either fixed-wing aircraft or a
helicopter are used to seed the site. This technique is probably not required or
practical for most quarries.
Revegetating areas to native prairie habitat using seed is another variation on
the seeding method, as this method has its own particular procedures and requirements. Using seed is the accepted technique for propagating of large areas of an
acre or more, whereas sprigs, cuttings, or wildlings can be utilized in smaller plots.
The problems in planting wild seeds is that their germination rates are not as
predictable as those of nursery grown stock. The native prairie grasses and ground
covers are nearly all perennials which take a longer period to grow to maturity.
The first year is spent by the plants in establishing an extensive root system to
ensure its survival in any drought. Approximately 2 - 5 years is required for the
plants to mature if the area is started from seed.
The most important factor in establishing native prairie stands is proper site
preparation. The plants of the native prairie are well adapted to survival in the
ancient prairie environment, but cannot compete with newer non-native weed
types which are more aggressive, particularity in disturbed soil. This is directly
applicable to the situation of quarry rehabilitation , where overburden and topsoil
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that has been stripped from the site is replaced. ln this situation, any weedy
species must be controlled before seeding can take place.
The type of measures of weed control can vary depending on the configuration
and size of the area to be seeded. Rototilling first and then staking black plastic
out over the weeds can be used in small plots, while cultivating larger areas with
machinery is another option. Herbicides can then be used on any problem zones.
The areas to be planted, should then be smoothed and packed to ensure the
seeds have good soil contact. Large areas are planted with a properly calibrated
seed drill or fertilizer spreader, using an inert carrier in the mix, like cracked wheat,
to carry the light prairie seeds through the machine. The seeding should be no
deeper than .5 inch, or 1 centimetre. lf the areas are too steep for seed drills, a
broadcast seeding method is used, even though it is a less desirable method. June
is usually the best time to plant prairie species in Manitoba.
(Source: Morgan, 1995 )

.

Bare-Root Stock
Bare root stock is nursery stock that has been grown in seed beds for one or
two years, and then dug up, with any excess soil from removed from their roots.
It provides a way of establishing a fast growing cover on a site, and is less
expensive than planting containerized stock. Bare-root stock is also easier to ship,

store, handle, and plant than container grown material. Planting, however, is
limited to specific times of the year (usually early spring) and the plants are more
difficult to cultivate than container grown stock.
Recommendations for planting of bare-root stock are:
i) Bare-root plants should have long roots to tap any deep soil moisture, and soils
in quarries to be rehabilitated often have shallow rocky soils.
ii) Spacing of individual plants ought to be at least 1 - 1.5 X the diameter of the
mature plant.
iii) When planting where risk of plant failure is high, cross-wind furrowing mulching
to conserve moisture, and good water maintenance is required for one of two
growing seasons.

.

Containerized Seedlings
ln this process, treated evergreen (usually spruce or pine) seeds are grown
peat
in
filled discs for approximately 12 weeks, and then hand or machine planted.
The basic advantage of containerized seedlings over bare - root stock, is that
production of the seedlings is more flexible, the planting season is extended, and
the shock of planting is lessened with the seedling being in an established rooting
medium,

.

Cuttings, Rhizomes and Sprigs
Cuttings are pieces of stems that are either rooted off-site and then planted on
the site or directly cut from a plant and replanted on the quarry site. Rhizomes are
underground stems or grasses, sedges or forbs which are rooted and replanted on
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the site. Sprigs are pieces of grasses or sedges that can be rooted and transplanted to the site.
The advantage of cuttings is that they are compatible with direct seedlings, are
easily propagated, and usually provide a ground cover within a short period of time.
However, they are usually only available in the early spring, the optimum time to
plant them, from distributors. Sprigs and rhizomes are cuttings from herbaceous
plants and rooted in containers or flats. Sprigs arc a better method of establishíng
some grasses than seedlings ( eg Phragmites communis or Giant Reed Grass is an
example ).

.

Container Grown Plant Stock
This plant stock is nursery-grown bare-root stock that has been put into a
container and grown for one to two years. This type of planting is recommended
for various situations: where immediate ground cover is needed to prevent erosion;
when an immediate visual presence through more mature planting is desired for
aesthetics or screening purposes; and where harsh site conditions demand that
more mature and established growth are used to help assure high survival rates
after transplanting. Containerized stock is more costly than most other planting
methods, and requires more time to carry out.
Basic recommendations for planting containerized material is as follows:

i)

ii)

iii)
.

Planting can occur anytime through the growing season, with
watering and maintenance being conducted through
the first two growing years.
The hole for planting should be approximately 1.5 times larger than
the diameter of the plants rootball, with the bottom surface scarified.
The container is then removed and the plant placed into the hole
with the rootball intact, and the soil is then firmed around it, with a
watering saucer formed on the surface. The depth of the hole is to
be slightly deeper than the rootball.
Plant spacing should not be less than 1-1 .5 times the diameter of the
crown of the plant.

Native Wildlings
Native plant material from the site or in close proximity to the site may also be
utilized as a plant material source. Larger specimens can be relocated by being
dug up with a front - end loader or, preferably, a tree spade. The tree spade is
preferable because it creates a rootball for the transplanting process, and is better
designed to handle the vegetation.
:

Timing

Time of planting is almost as critical as the type of planting in ensuring the
vegetat¡on survives to maturity. The correct time to plant depends on different
factors such as: general climate of the area; type of planting stock and its
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moisture requirements; and sufficient dryness, allowing machinery on-site.
ln general, planting times should correspond to the time of year when the
precipitation is greatest. Diagram Thirty illustrates the best times to plant in the
Northern Great Plains Region, which includes the areas around Winnipeg. As
mentioned previously, contrasting this matrix, the best time for seeding native
prairie grasses and wildflowers is in June or mid-summer.
The preferred time to plant other grass seeds is in early spring until June. This
is because of the available moisture and few hot nights, which puts less stress on
the young plants. Late in the summer is the next best choice; again because of
cooler nights, and available time in which the plants can establish themselves
before the winter frosts.
Deciduous trees and shrubs should be planted in the spring or fall, either before
or after they have leafed out. Planting in the fall is more risky, however, since the
plants have not had a chance to set new roots and will be susceptible to frost
heaving (Lowe, 1979, p.19). Planting in mid-summer is not recommended at all,
because of the considerable moisture stress the plants will be under , making their
survival probable in the quarry environment unless highly maintained.
The best time to move conifers is in the early fall or later in the spring. Roots
cease growing in the hot summer months, so the best success is found in late
August and September when the soil is warm and root growth continues
immediately.
Ma¡ntenance

The various types of planting for a golf course within a quarry and parkland
habitat will require different types of maintenance practices. The fairways, greens,
and tee areas will require the highest levels of maintenance on the site, with the
native plantings (after a period of time), the least. The cost of maintenance should
also be justifiable (see Appendix A, p.62, concerning the law of diminishing
returns). Considering that the project is meant to be environmentally sustainable,
and less dependant on chemicals for'its viability, low maintenance type planting
should be utilized.
Trees and shrubs should be watered thoroughly after planting, and especially
during the summer months, receiving a complete soaking. Since they will be
planted into disturbed soils, the plants should be examined for any types of
nutrient-type deficiencies. Table Thirty One shows fertilizer application guidelines,
for any extra nutrient applications.
Different mulches such as wood chips and straw (there are other
types) can be used in the tree and shrub beds to: prevent erosion; inhibit
evaporation; moderate soil temperatures; suppress weed growth.
Mowing should be conducted two or three times per growing season to reduce
ground cover compet¡t¡on around trees and shrubs. Cultivating should also be
required around the trees and shrubs to control weeds, reduce soil crusting, and
improve water infiltration
Native prairie material requires no special maintenance one it is established
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FERTILIZER APPLICATTON GUIDELINES

Trees and Shrubs

At Time of Planting: U. of M. Department of Horticulture reconrnends:
1. Starter so'lution of 2.25 kg of 10 - 52 - 17 per 375ìitres of water.
P'lace the tree or shrub in the ho'le and backfilì the ho'le ha'lf-way before
pouring in the solution. App'ly r-. to 5'ljtres of water on'ìarge shrubs and
trees, depending upon their size.
P. Tucker, U . of Gue'l ph, reconrnends :
2. Starter solution of 1.36 kg of 20 - 20 - 20 per 375ìitres of water.
Do not app'ly either ferti'lizer'later than mid-July to avoid late succulent
growth whÍch will not harden off before winter.
3. Pellet-type ferti'l'izer (i.e. Osmocote or Mag-Anp.)
Estab'lished Trees and Shrubs(U. of t4anitoba recon¡nendations)
The ideal tine to app'ly ferti'lizer to trees and shrubs is in the early spring
just before growth starts.
Deciduous Tree and Shrub Beds: In cultivated ground,broadcast and lightìy work
into the soi'l under the branches 16 - 20 - 0 or 14 - 14 - 7 at the rate of
k'litre/tO sq. meters. Note:.Do not broadcast ferti'lizer if sod or pasture
is around the tree or shrub bed.
Evergreen Trees and Shrubs: require less fertilizer than deciduous species. in
cu'ltivated ground, broadcast under the branches 16 - zo - 0 or 14 - 14 - 7
at the rate of L litre/lO sq. meters. Note: The root systems are very
shal'low so it is preferable not to work fertilizer into the soi'|.

Turf

(U. of Ì'lanitoba recormendations)
ttr. rt t."at*: Just prior to seeding, broadcast 10 - 30 - 10 or 11 - 4g - 0
at a rate of 5 kg./100 sq. meters and work into the upper 4 inches of soi].

Seeded Areas.:

^t

Estabjjshed Lawns: Nitrogen may be applied at least twìce during grow'ing seasonín early spring and ear'ly September.
Suggested rate is 1.5 - 2.5 kg. of nitrogen/].00 sq. meters/year. phosphate
may be applied (if required) in spring at a rate of 500 grams/1.00 sq. meters.

TABLE THIRTY

oNE: FertilizerApplication Guidelines ( paterson, 1g92, p.95

)
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other than an occasional seasonal burning in late spring to invigorate the growth.
While it is establishing, any weeds that appear should be mowed down before they
germinate, to decrease any competition.
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QUARRY MINING OPERATIONS
Ouarry operations will vary from site to site, depending on each ones physical
characteristics, as well as depending on the quarry's product specifications. For
example, some quarries will be crushing stone, while others will be cutting.
This section will look at the quarry being studied, which is presently being
mined by Mulder Mining, lt is meant to better describe the operation process as
background information for the design within the quarry, and as a source of
information for any further rehabilitation studies'
Rock Formations
The operation being studied is a limestone quarry operation, which is a common

type found in the Rockwood area near Winnipeg, The bedrock being mined is
usually limestone, with some possible variances in the type of stone being found.
Limestones can depart widely from their theoretical composition of calcite, which
is pure limestone (calcite : calcium carbonate: CaCOs ). The majority of the
limestone bedrock utilized within Manitoba varies between its theoretically pure
form of CaCO. and that of dolomite ( MgCO. ). Dolomite and limestone, however,
are so similar, they are often found in adjacent beds or intermixed with each
another.

( Paterson, 1982, p.44)
The highest quality limestone ( or dolomite ) is pure white, with other various
shades or colours of rock occurring naturally. This colour range is due to impurities
in the rock or weathering. Colours range from greys to pinks and rusts. As the
limestone's purity decreases it becomes more clayey, shaley, or sandy.
The quality of the stone also dictates what type of end use it will have as well,
with the higher quality stone being used in higher stress situations. This is due to
any impurities in the stone reducing its engineering properties. The stone being
mined in the study site is of the Gunton and Penitentiary type of the Stoney
Mountain Formation, with the Gunn member close below the existing floor level of
the quarry. ( Mulder, 1994 ). Diagram Thirty Two lists the different formations and
their attributes. The limestone being mined in the study site is of the high quality
type, making the quarry a crushed stone operation (lbid, 1994).
Crushed Stone Operations

The operation being studied is quite common throughout the area, and has
definite process or steps involved (See Table Thirty Three), They are

a

:

1)Clearing

This involves the removal or repositioning of any vegetation or structures that are
located with¡n the boundaries of the planned excavation. Typically this process is
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carried out by a large front-end loader or bulldozer to remove any of the existing
vegetation. Grubbing, or tree stump removal is then carried out, along with
removal of any trash litter. The material is then either burned on site, hauled away,
or buried in the earth berms that are typically built around the quarry.
2)Stripping
This involves the removal of the overlying overburden on the proposed quarry site.
Overburden will consist of the topsoil and any underlying earth material over the
rock. Typically, overburden is stripped from the site to be used in any earth
berming around the periphery of the quarry, acting as a visual screen.
ldeally, the topsoil should be stripped and stored separately from the rest of the
overburden for future use in the rehabilitation process. However the typical
situation in the Rockwood area is for all of the overburden to be stripped and piled
together ( Mulder, 1995 ).
ln this particular study, the topsoil was, for the most part, a stoney glacial till,
giving it relatively little value for re-use. The current stripping procedure at Mulder
Mines as with others in the area, is to use front-end loaders ( Mulder, 1995;
Paterson, 1982, p. 8 ). Other methods of removing overburden are to use : a
caterpillar tractor (usually for areas larger than a front-end loader can efficiently
handle); or a belly dump scraper for even larger operations. The advantage of the
scraper is that it can separate the topsoil layer from the rest of the overburden.
lf there is more than 1 .5 metres of overburden, then the operator usually contracts
out a belly dump scarper. This is due to the relative inefficiency of a front-end
loader to handle this type of work ( Paterson, 1982, p.49 )
Stripping of the overburden usually occurs in phases: as the quarrying for an area
becomes more complete, stripping occurs on the area to be worked next.
Provincial regulations require that overburden be stripped in advance of the working
face to at least twice the height of the quarry face.
3)Excavation
The excavation process used by Mulder Mining is a basic procedure utilized widely
in Manitoba (Mulder, 1995 ). lt involves drilling, blasting, mucking and crushing.

i)

Drilling
Using pneumatic or percussive drills a series of holes are drilled to allow
charges to be lain into them, fragmenting the rock. The commonly used
rock drill is called an "air track" which is a compressed air drill mounted
on a small crawler or tracked unit.

A series of vertical holes are then drilled parallel to the quarry face. The
diameter, spacing, and depth of these holes influence the amount of rock
that will be broken loose from the parent rock along the quarry face.
Typically, the quarry operators drill approximately 6.35 cm diameter
holes, with 2 - 2.6 metre spacings between the holes, to a depth of six
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metres ( Paterson,1982, p.5O ), Drilling to a depth of less than 3
metres proves uneconomical for the operators, when manpower and fuel
costs are factored in to muck the rock ( Mulder, 1995 ),

ii) Blasting

Blasting is usually carried out ¡n two stages (if necessary ). Primary
blasting is carried out using an ammonium nitrate ( fertilizer ) and fuel oil
mix. The amount of explosive charge varies between operations, and
blasting is usually carried out twice a day ( Mulder 1995 ). Black powder
is used in secondary blasting to reduce the size of any boulders that are

too large to move.
ln a correctly done blast, the majority of the rock will be broken under
the strain of gravity when it slumps, rather than through the explosive
force of the blast. Typically, the line of holes that are fired parallel to the
quarry face will produce a new flat face from which to blast. The
operators will usually work one long face as well, mucking one blast
while setting explosives along another portions of the face.

iii)

Mucking

'i

Mucking is the term used to describe the removal of the blasted stone

from the quarry floor. Mulder Mines along with most

opera-

tors use a front-end loader with a five metre bucket for this part of the
process
( Mulder, 1995). The loader is then used to load the "muck" onto trucks,
or even to carry the stone to the processing unit if it is nearby.

4)Processing Plants
The majority of crushed stone operations utilize portable processing plants
to crush the rock into the various specified sizes. Although different
operations will own different units, the process is the same throughout the
area.

i) Grizzly

:

i

The grizzly is a primary screen with large openings that facilitates three
purposes:
1) lt serves as a dump point for blasted rock.
2) lt reduces the load of the primary crusher by rejecting stone that is too
large, or allowing stone that does not require crushing to bypass it. 3)
It controls the rate the fragmented stone feeds into the primary crusher,
preventing jamming and ensuring it runs at its optimum efficiency.
( Source: Mulder\Paterson)
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ii) Primary Crusher

This is the first point where rocks are reduced down to a more uniform
size. Primary crushers are usually jaw crushers which produce a coarse
product of about 6 inches ( 15 cm. ) in diameter (Mulder, 1995).
iii) Screening

Screening at this point, after the primary crush, serves the same
purposes as points two and three describing fhe grizzly's function. The
screens will generally be in a series, shaking or vibrating, filtering out the
different sized particles. Screens may be made from bars welded
together,sheet steel, rubber, or wire cloth with different shaped holes.

iv) Secondary Crusher
This type of crusher is required

to produce a more uniform and specific
primary
product
crusher. The secondary crusher is
than the
sized
generally of the Cone or Gyratory type (Paterson, 1982, p.52). These
types use a conical crushing member rotating around a vertical axis
inside a fixed bowl or mantle. The secondary crush produces a variety
of sized particles, with the majority being of the 1,2, and 3l4inch variety
(Mulder, 1995)
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